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Graduate school enhances research
~

MORE FUNDS:

Ayearaftera
commission recommended that Howard
become more research oriented, the

Graduate School of Arts and Sciences has
started a program to raise funds for more
students to conduct research. A3

DAVIS' DAY: Actor Ossie Davis
will be on campus
Monday as part of a
lecture series spon-

sored by WHMM•

TV. A2

HOOPS
TIME:
As basketball season

Ossie Davis begins, Howard's

basketball teams have high goals for
themselves. Cl

FACELIFT:

The number of

blacks seeking cosmetic surgery has
increased over the last few years. B7
•

PROJECT HARVEST:
Efforts are once again underway ·for
WHUR's annual Thanksgiving food drive
for the city's Jess fortunate. B4

A2

Campus
Editorial
Commentary
International
Tempo
Sports
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A5
A7

B1

C1

QUOTE OF THE WEEK:

''Gossiping and scandal-mongering Negroes

of course, come to their assistance. Mis-educated by the oppressors of the race, such

Negroes expect the Negro business man to fail
anyway. They seize, then, upon unfavorable
reports, exaggerate the situation, and circulate
falsehoods throughout the world to their own
undoing. ''
Carter G. Woodson
Mis-education of the Negro

White Student
Union sparks
'

controversy
By Rene Steele

National Student News Seivice

MINNEAPOLIS, MN (NSNS) - In an effort to
fight an organization they accuse of espousing
white supremacist beliefs, students at the
University of Minnesota rallied on Nov. 14 to
protest the establishment of a white student uion .
The rally organized by students from the
Co~lition Agains~ White Supremacy, protested
White Student Union founder Tom David and the
ten members of hi s organization.
''There is no need to promote white culture ''
sai~ Monique Parsons, vice president of the
Af~1can Stude~t Cu ltural Center. "Promoting
white culture 1s the same as promoting white
supremacy." •
"I. am not
supremacist,"
said David ' a
. a. white
.
.
sen ior maJor1ng 1n ancient history. ''Affirmative
action and quotas are endangering the white
ra~e." . Davi~ says it is not a question of one race
being 1nferer1or to another, but rather a difference
in values.
"Whites value going to school and getting a
Ph.D. ''.Blac~s don 't. They val.ue selling drugs
and buying big, fancy cars," he said. University
of Minnesota Vice President of Student Affairs
Marvalene Hughes indicated that the White
Student Union is not a sanctioned campus organizataion since its members have not signed an
equal opportunity statement required by the university. ''People are making a lot of noise over
something that does not e~ist," said Hug.hes.
The Coalition Against White Supremacy first
sponsored a demonstration on Oct. 9 where
approximately 500 studnets gathered to speak out
against David and the racism they feel he is pro·
mating. Although coalition members and
Davi~'s supporters exchanged insults, it was a
non-violent demonstration.
A more violent exchange occured on Oct. 17
while pavid was on a campus radio station talk
show. Although university police don't know
what caused the fight, students interviewed say
':\'hite Student Union supporters attack~ coalitlon members with numchucks and chains. Three
coalition members required stitchesfoliowing thC
incident.
·

ADUATE

By Depelsha R. Thomas
Hilltop Staff Writer
In acch{'dance with President Jenifer 's Howard

LOFAR

•

1,073 (based on 1990-91 figures)

Enrollment:

2000 pl')', the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences 1s creating new initiatives to recruit topnotch students and to make Howard a more
research oriented institution. Meanwhile, SO!'Ile
restructuring is currently underway in the various
departments on the school.
Dr. William Sadler, dean of the Graduate School
of Arts and Sciences, has initiated a partnership
plan which is designed to raise money for student
stipends. In his plan, Sadler asks faculty members to apply for research grants, and in return for
making grant applications, they are given money
for travel, assistance with preliminary research,
and help with producing publications.
Approximately $200,000 has been raised in the
one year that the plan has been in existence; this
will help support 22 students. Dr. Rodney Green,
a professor in the department of economics, is one
of more than 50 faculty members already
involved in the Partnership P1an.
Green, who said he has brought in approximately $1 million in research grants, said the plan
'' helps the research agenda and strengthens student support."
''I got tuition remission for eight to 10 students
fo work \vith me on my research project. The plan
made it much easier for me to bring them on.
There are only about 50 to 60 graduate assistantships, which leaves most students unsupported," Green sai d.
'
Tuition in the school is $6,625 per year. In addi-

Engineering
group helps
school build
its offerings
'-

By

cally."

Number of programs:

30

Specializations:

More than 100

Number of faculty members:

325

*Largest single producer of African-American graduate degree recipients in the areas
of chemistry, zoology, and psychology
*Founded in 1934 as first organization of a graduate school.;Became the Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences in 1976.
'
research efforts.
''What sets a program apart frOm otherS is the
amount of research it does. Howard needs to
work with other universities and institutions on
research projects," Law said.
Okoro said he thinks Howard docs enough
research and that the laboratories here are comparable to those at other school s.
''I came to Howard because of its good reputation and excellent faculty. My boss, Dr. Paul
Hurdlick, is a renowned specialist in his field. We
have a lot of research groups in chemistry. I
believe Dr..Hurdlick has graduated more minority
Ph.D.s in organic chemistry than anyone," Okoro
said ..
Green is excited about the new Collaborative
Core Units program, whi ~ h se t up a number of
research groups within the school and are expect-

tion to the stipends, 120 tuition waivers are given
to exceptionally gifted students each year.
Cosmos Okoro, a fourth year student pursuing a
Ph.D. in organic chemistry, has paid his way
through graduate school in sev~ral ways .
''I was a teaching assistant my first year. Now,
I'm receiving a Minority Biomedical Research
Grant of $8,500 a year that comes from 1the federal government. Only four or five students in our
department get it. The grant money isn't enough,
but the chemistry department doesn't have
enough money to supplement it," Okoro said.
' Sadler said that the science laboratories at
Howard are totally outdated and not adequate to
conduct modern experimental research.
Ken Law, a third "year graduate student pursuing
a master 's degree in physics, agrees and thinks the
school needs to be ''a bit more aggressive" in its

Politically, cult urall y and geographically
diverse. These are all attributes the members of
the Engineering Coalition of Schools for

Unsolicited Overtures
Percentage of Men and Women Who Soy They
Hove Ex.perienced These Forms of Sexual Harassment

,

rn

40%

0

use to describe their organization.
Their objective is curricular reform: to actually
~evelop creative new ways of teaching engineer·
1ng so as to attract more women and minorities
and maintain the
ints:rest of all engi·
ne~ring majors.

10%

..'

please see Research pg. A3

Women

College students get
involved in fighting
sexism, harassment
By Jim Haug
National Student News Service

•

20%

prised of seven
schools and colleges of engineering dedicated to
renewing
the
undergraduate
engineering edu·
cation and its
infrastructure.
This five-year
effort by the institutions is primarily being funded
by the National
Dr. Lucius Walker
Science Foundation at $3 million per year.
Howard University is just one of the colleges
embarking on what some call a ''courageous
adventure." Lucius Walker, director of the ECSEL
Coalition and dean of engineering al Howard
Univ~rsity said there are challenges that must be
met 1n order to fully implement the coalition's
plans.
~·Joseph Sommer, director of program support
with ECSEL, sa id that within the infrastructure
exchange is important. "Student leadership and
faculty awareness are essential. We need to wake
up our faculty ," for that, Sommer believes is
what the success fo the program de~nds on.
Tho~gh all the members agree tha't mega-buck
donations from large cooperations is needed also
to build the infrasturcture, Dr. James Momoh,
chairman of the Electrical Engineering department at Howard University said ''You can't
difectly measure the cost, that won•i be measured
in its true worth until gractuation."
Micheal Johnson, a senior majoring in the electrical engineering said it's just okay. He said ''I
think more active counseling would be fine, and
too, some of our books weren't written well so I
think the modules are a great i4ea. ''
According to Johnson, engineering in itself is
hard enough, so "we need better resources. It's
not apparent what this place has."
ECSEL wants to ''turn the students on to engineering'' and keep them interested.
Johnson also mentioned that ECSEL's plan to
stan freshmen off with engineering in their curriculum is about the best one he's heard yet and
that the integration itself will help keep ihe interest of the students.

Men

30%

Excellence in Education and Leadership (ECSEL)

EtSEL is com-

Sadler said making the transition to a research
institution is critical for the graduate school.
''A graduate school has to have a strong base in
research if it is to receive national prominence.
Also, only through strong research p·rograms will
we bring in the funds needed to support students," Sadler said.
Sadler said that last year there were four black
mathematics Pb.Os. produced in the nation. Two
of those came from Howard.
''Our department of math, with little assistance,
could easily produce four Ph.Os. in math a year.
We have the capacity at Howard to double the
number of black Ph.Os. produced per year.
Howard is the only school set up and equipped to
do that. We have more Ph.D. programs at
Howard University, by far, than' all of the other
black schools combined," Sadierlaid.
It was because of Howard 's P.h.D. program that
Rufus Barfield, a 'first year graduale s·tudent
studying organizational communication, came
here.
''Howard has one of the most elite programs in
my field in the nation. Bowie State, where I
received my master's degree, didn't have a Ph.D.
program,,, Barfield said.
Barfield, who is a teaching assistant, paid for his
master 's degree by working for the General

Sexual Harassment on t e College Campus

Leslie Tims

Special to the Hilltop

ed to bring in more money.
Green is director of the Collaborative Core Unit
in Labor, Race, and the Political Economy.
He said, '''!'he~ groups are heading .attempts at
Howard Un1vers1ty to foster research systemati-
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Souru: US Merit Systems Protec:tion Boord
1991 Survey ol B.523 Fede<cl Employees

(NSNS)· While the nation listened to tales of
Long Dong Silver and pubic hair on Coca-Cola
cans during Cl~rence ThomaS's Supreme Court
confinnation, students across the country also
began re-examining their own attitudes toward
sexual harassment.
Many female students have been active in
fighting sexual harassment for a long time. But
recently, a growing number of ma!C stUdents
have become active in the feminist movement
by fanning male anti.sexism groups on campus
to fight what they view as no longer solely ''a
women's issue."
."I l ~in~ the nlcn's groups are a very positive
sign, 1 said Rosemary Dempsey, the Action Vice
President of the National Organization of

Women (NOW). "I think only men can change

Former H.U. bus driver to be
sentenced on assault charges
Female passenger says driver kissed, wrapped his arm around her

other men's behavior. What they 're doing is a
healthy reaction to the incredible increase of
sexual crime and violence that has occurred in
the last 10 years."
While many men's groups are taking direct
action on their campuses by holding protests or
demonstrations against sexism, others are seek·
ing to educate their fellow classmates. Still
other men's groups are simply trying to deal
with the sexism they see within themselves.
Boston Men Join Women in Protest

By Jounlce L Nealy
Hilltop Staff Writer

Lynda Evans left choir rehearsal at Rankin
Memorial Chapel on Oct. 31, 1990, around 7:30
p.m. She got on the shuttle bus that goes to

Howard Law School.
When she got off the bus he kissed her goodnight.
But the kiss Evans got was not the kind she
read about in fairy tales.
Evans said Joseph Piatt, who drove the shuttle
bus to Howard Law School, grabbed and kissed
her when he stopped at her corner on Connecticut
Avenue NW. Evans, a paid singer in three
Howa rd choirs, ·said Piatt wrapped hi s arm
around her neck and tried to pull her face toward
his.
She said she got away from Piatt when she hit
him with her left elbow and fumbled for the door
wit~ her right hand. She called the University
police when she got home and D.C. police the
next day.
Piatt, 53, was convicted of a misdemeanor
assault charge about three weeks ago. Sentencing
is scheduled for Friday.
A week after the incident, Edwards wrote a Jetter to President Franklyn Jenifer because she said
nobody took her seriously.
''They just told me to stop riding the shuttle for
my own safeJ¥,'' she said.
The 30-year-old was concerned that others

might be in danger "f Piatt was still driving the
bus. A Nov. 28, 1 90, letter from General
Counsel Francis S. S ith said that Piatt had been
reassigned to transp rt maintenance personnel.
''When you are dealing with one person's word
against another, it is difficult to determine who is
telling the truth," Smith said. ''We want all our
employees and students to be safe and free from
improper conduct, but we have·a very delicate
balance and we have to 1nake decisions that will
be fair to everyone involved."
Even though Evans said she feels stronger metsures should have been taken against Piatt, Smith
said that all possible measures were taken. Piatt
was transferred before Jenifer received Edwards'
letter, according to Smith.
''If we had suspended or f11ed Piatt and the jury
had found him inhocent of all charges, then Piatt
could have taken legal action against .the
University for firing him," Smith said.
''Everyone has rights, and we made a move that
would protect everyone's rights and not trei:lt
anyone improperly.'~
A jury of six men and six women deliberated
for four hours over two days to convict Piatt.
Eyen though he is free On personal recognizance,
Piatt could receive a jail term of one year, a $500
fine or both.
''There were no other complaints about Piatt.
Piatt was making unscheduled stop and a lot of
people like him and want him back," Smith said.
Piatt has worked at Howard for 13 years.

Wanting to help end their own gender's
harassment and degradation of women, antisexism men's groups from several Boston'colleges and universities joined more than 100 college women and and faculty members in a
demonstration on Oct. 14 outside a pornographic video store that recently opened in the vicinity of three women 's colleges.
Male students from schools including Harvard
University, Tufts University and Wheelock
College took pa:rt in the protest organiz~d by the
Women's Alliance Against Pomograph.J.
.''If men do not speak out against pornography,
then it will be the sexist, abusive and violent
men who would come to speak for all men,"
sa id Jackson Kaatz, a member of '' Harvard
Anti-Sexist Men." Kaatz, a graduate student
researching a thesis on the social construction
of violent masculinity in sports pornography,
said it is up to men to stop it.
Wheelock College professor of Women's
Studies Gail Dines and special education major
Sarah Stevenson, two of the protest organizers,
welcome the men's support.
..
''Men have to confront other men about their
collaboration with the pornographers," Dines
said.
According to Dines, studies show that pomog·
raphy increases the rate of rape and aggression
please see Solutions pg.
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By Larry· W. Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Howard University's first video yearbook-, ''Bison Live-Take
One'' is now available for students to purchase, after several
setbacks.
The video's release was originally planned for the end of last
semester, but unexpected problems arose which caused the
•

delay.

Yearbook adviser, Leslie Harriell-Lewis, said the delay
was caused by lack of sales. The number of anticipated sales
was over-estimated and 3,0QO videos were ordered. But after
the first of the year, only 100 pre-paid orders had been collected.
The yearbook staff then asked Mr. Charles Barber, in the
General Counsel's office, fo renegotiate the contract with
Yearlook Enterprises, the video yearbook publishing company
and reduce the number of taIJFS to 750.
After that the video had to be reviewed and then re-edited.
Finishing touches were mad9 on the video at the beginning of
this semester and then sent back to YearLOok to be duplicated.
Because of the ,delay, the yearbook staff was able to shoot
more footage of eVents at the end of the year, including graduation.
Last year in THE HILLTO , Lewis said she originally developed the idea for a video yearbook to accompany the traditional
yearbook the BISON.
I
''It has been my vision for two years that Howard produce a
video yearbook, which is a first for any predoffiinantly African American university."

eon

The concept for the video yearbook was approved by the
Bison Board and the Office of Student Affairs.
YearLook Enterprises, coordinated with Howard's video
staff to aid in the production of the tape.
.
''Bison Live-Take One'' features highlights of sporting
events, homecoming, and various student activities, a.~ well .as
day-to-day happenin~ on campus. There is also a Year-1nReview'' section with footage provided by YearLook. It
includes scenes from the Gulf War and last year's most popular
movie, ''Ghost."
Lewis thinks that the tape is a good first effort.
''I would have preferred more academic footage, but
throughout the year, the video staff reminded me that they
wanted to produce a fun recap of the year at Howard, not a
University-recruitment tape," she said.
.
Bobby Singfield, a sophomore majoring in business management, has mixed feelings about the video.
''The parts of the video that showed student life with background music were good. Other parts were not as interesting. I
think it could have been better."
Singfield also said that he thinks the video would h.ave had a
bigger impact had it been released last semester, while e~ents
were still fresh in students' mind $~
Lewis said that she hopes students who purchase the tape
will show it to their relatives and friends back home. The tape
will give people not familiar with Howard a look at different
aspects of the school.
The video yearbook arrived on campus Nov. 1. Tapes are
available in the campus store for $20.95 and can be viewed
daily in the Armour J. Blackbum University Center lobby.

Wa.~hing.ton .

Ossie Davis

dents from the school of business and college of fine arts,

recognize the valuable contributions the guests have made
to the black community. We also have them share their
career experiences with students," he said.
• Davis s tarred in the 1986 Tony Award winning
Broadway productions of ''I'm Not Rappaport'' and won an
,Emmy nomination for his role as Daddy King in the doc1:1-

and etc. at the lectures, because with this kind of mix businesses can form ."
Davis, who started his acting career more than 30 years
ago, owns a production company, Emmalyn II Productions,

which produced the PBS Special "Martin Luther
King ... The Dream and The Drum." The company has
released its first home video cassette, ''Hands Upon the
Heart," which is a collection of all Davis and Dee's best

work including the critically acclaimed PBS series "with
Ossie & Ruby", which was co·produced by WHMM.
The Distinguished Lecture Series will have three lecturers each semester. Dorothy Brunson, the ftrst black woman
to own a television station, spoke last month, and ABC
correspondent Carole Simpson will speak in December.

the last job she held was in 1984 as a file clerk. Students
may recognize Sykes as the woman who stands in front of

Signet Bank.

"I can't look for a job because I don't have any money, a
place to Jive, or anyone to support me," she said.

Karen Bell, a graduate student studying history, was
approached by Sykes who asked for money. Bell said she
was skeptical of what Sykes would do with the money.
j'I don't want to do any thing that will hurt her in the long
run," Bell said.

Instead of giving Sykes l"oney, Bell offered to take
Sykes to either Church's or Howard China to buy her some
food. Sykes refused Bell's offer.
"I don't want her money becaUIO she didn't trust me to
the rigbi tldng wit11 her 11JfJ1Wf." Sykes Blid.
,
~- llid dial lho Is llOt adnlg-lftd'wllla Ille $10Jl0
e mates a day from panhaadllns, she pitrchles
clpfeUet and food .
st1l.tems are increasingly skeptical about giving panhan-

•

· November 24, 1991

Bring a least one
non-pe11ishable fmod
item for the
OPERATION HARVEST

the annual food drive for
'
irea shelters
by our own
WHUR Radio

to

panhandle.

.

"Drug addicts usually steal things or rob people,"
Dawson said. While crime on the campus is a problem,
Dawson said panhandling is not.
''Students are friendly and trusting, but they usually don't

have enough money to give and panhandlers know that,"
he said.

Signet Bank Customer Sales Representative Debo

AdefoJaju said that some of his customers have ex:prcssec
fears of being robbed by aggressive panhandlers in front

the bank. At this point the situation has not hurt b11si•ss
"The problem of panhandling is not a problem of Sipe
Bank, but a D.C. government social issue," Debo said.
Panhandling is a growing problem in many cities. Some
are considering making it illegal.
Valencia Thomas 1 a senior majoring in education w
~

ing panhandling.

-1••

"If they make any law, they ·should inake a law Iha
would give them a j-Ob. lhoy are vJr#mt of ·
but I wonder if tome are
•lflr" ..,._.,
In Berkeley, Calif.,
•
voudlell from local
TH YOllc:hen ltO
for
vlc:ca, bus f11e and h01 now.L
o;; rl as
e1'cbanged for drugs, alcohol or-

"'°"

cl•-

•
'

"
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Sunday ... SP.M.

In The Historic
Andrew Rankin Memorial
Chapel

time

e're ~ookin
.
I
~or A Few Good·
People

"COME, GIVE GOD THE GLORY
featuring=
The ,Residence Hall Choir
Howard University

dlers money. They wonder if the money would Sbppoit a
growling stomach or a drug habit.
Chief of Howard University Police, Lawrence Dawson,
said that people who have a drug habit usually don't lllVc

gives to panhandlers, disagrees with the idea of illel!lliz

~

ATHANKSGIVING SERVICE
IN SONG

'

0 .C.

When students walk along Georgia Avenue, Blockbuster
Video, McDonald's and Signet Bank are not the only
things they see. Just as these businesses occupy the
streets, so do a growing number panhandlers.
According to -homeless advocates there are 3 million
homeless Americans. A majority of them are panhandlers.
Brenda Sykes, 33, is homeless and panhandles for a living. Sykes said that she slee~s in abandoned houses, and

notable broadcast professionals while at the same time

''We chose the lecturers based on their amount of years
in the business and what tfiey can offer students," Brown
said.
According to Brown, the lectures are intended for students of all majors because there are many avenues within
the industry that are opening up to blacks.

Howard University

By Roger Evans
Hilltop ~taff Wrtter

leave the lec-

drama "King". The Cogdell, Ga., native attended Howard
in the early '50s and met his wife, Ruby Dee.

Video Yearbook

Panhan In
•
a OWID concern

'' We want
students to

Noted actor, writer and qirector 0ssie Davis will lecture · lures with the
at WHMM 's (Channel 32') Distinguished Lecture ~eries understanding
Monday at Founder'·s Ballroom in the Howard Inn.
that they have
Davis is most famous for his roles in Spike Lee's movies , options, that
''Jungle Fever," ''Do the"Right Thing'' and ''School Daze." . they can start
I-le has directed several movies, including ''Cotton Comes · a business,
to Harlen1'' ?fld ''Kongi's Harvest."
~
work, or share
According Jim Brown, director of Student Train ing, in a partner\VHMM established the sqries this year to bring profes- ship," Brown
sionals in the communications industry to Howard to share said . .
their wisdom with students.
'' We like
''The purpose Of this sCries is to expose students to to see stu-

BISON

•

Ossie Davis to speak
at
MM series
By Yolanda O'Quinn
Hilltop Staff Writer

assette

•

'

let us make this the biggest
'
Thanks.giving Celebration
ever and help the hungry

The Hilltop is in great need of
reliable people to be reporters, and
freelance photographers. No
volunteer work here. We will pay
you for all stories and photos
published. No previous
experience needed. Just stop by
the Hilltop office in the Howard
Plaza Towers West and fill out an
application TODAY. There's a spot
waiting for You on the winning
team.
I
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By Depelsha R. Thomas

Six existing volunteer positions became paid positions after approval by the General Assembly
WedneSdfly following an hour of debate. · '
The ·positions, which will cost the 'Howard
University Student Association (HUSA) $5750, were
at first voted against by assembly members before
being brought to the floor a second time.
The positions

t~at

ebate at Assem
'

''

will do anything since there is no way to really measure his performance. Also, why do we need someone
to work specifically with student athletes?'' Tucker
said.
Carol Maloney, a representative from the School of
Engineering, had similar concerns.
''Why should we have someone over student athletes?
No one represents any other student entity on campus,"
she said.
Dormetria Robinson, vice president ·or the College of
Fine Arts, Student Council, disagreed.
''There is no guarantee that any director will do their
job. It is up to them to uphold their pledge to the constitution. A volunteer coordinator would have a lot of
responsibility. All of the jobs require a lot of work.
HUSA represents all students, including athletes,"
Robinson said.
'
Assembly Chairman Ivan Bates does not understan~
why there are objections to paying people who work . ~
''We are asking students who work very hard and
make a lot of sacrifices to receive only $150 to $200 a
month. They can't be doing it for the money. They are
doing it out of a love for the students.''
''I don't have connections with the ath letic department like Erik does. Athletes have had some real concerns that we have not been very sensitive to in the
past. They came to us asking us to work with them ·
because they feel underrepresented," Bates said.
Tucker hopes to get the vote nullified .
''Robert's Rules of Order says that a motion that has
already ,been brought to the floor and voted against

Hilltop Staff Writer

caused the debate were

Community Outreach Director, Student Athlete
Coordinator, Public Relations Director, Programs

Director, Volunteer Coor,dinator, and one Executive
Assistant who will aid all of the new directors.
The vote was 14 approved, 3 op posed, and 7

abstained.
Garret McCray, financial advisor for HUSA, said that
each new staff person will receive no more than $100
every two weeks.
''One·hundred dollars is the maximum amount anyone will receive. It ~ill be based solely on performance, and no one will be paid during vacations and
holidays,'' McCray said.
Directors will be required to turn in biweekly reports
of their progress and .discuss it with the financi_al adviso~
,
Kevin Tucker, a representative from the College 9f
.Arts and Sciences, said in the meeting that he thinks
some of the positions should not be paid.
''There is no guarantee that a volunteer coor.dinator

A3

•

cannot be. brought to the floor again. It was fuought
back through trickery. Therefore, this decision is
invalid," he said. ·
Jn the first vote, only 7 representatives supported
paying the directors, 9 opposed; and 9 abstained. At
least ~ven people walked out of the meeting after the
vote.
I
Members also debated on how proxies should be ,..
count~d in votes. McCray said, ''When an assembly
member is unable to attend a meeting,0_ they' can ask
another member to serve as a proxy for them. This
gives that person the power to vote for the abse11t person any way they choose. Some people were coming
in saying they had four or five proxies, and there was
no way for us to know."
To solve the problem, the assembly voted to require
proxy sheets that will be legalized only by the signature of the absent person. The sheet, to be filled out
before the meeting, will allow a person to give someone else their voting power.
In other business, an upcoming Kwanzaa celebration was discussed as well as next year's elections.
A new committee will be interviewing canqidates to
chair the elections and to establish specific rules- to
decrease chances of candidates being disqualified.
The assembly also reported that almost $2000 was
raised for the HUSA scholarship fund from the showing of House Party II in Cramton Auditorium, and
HUSA made a $1200 profit from A Taste of D.C.,
which was sponsored in conjunction with Coca-Cola.

College Students Fight Sexism

HUSA General Assembly Roll Call
November 20, 1991
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Solutions, from page Al
by men towards women.
Wheelock junio·r Stevenson agrees
with Dines. ''I don't think it is enough
for men to say they are against sexual
discrimination or harassment," she said.
''I think they have' to go out and show
their support."
Kaatz said the purpose of anti-sexism
men's groups is not to take over ~the
women's movement, but rather to make .
men more responsibl e for themselves.
''Violence should not be what being a man
is about," Kaatz said.
Harvard Anti-Sexist Men is involved in
speak-outs at high schools and colleges.
They also have picketed outside Andrew
Dice Clay and Sam Kinni son concerts
because of the comedian's sexist jokes,
and handed out leaflets at sporting events
to educate men they feel they wou.ld otherwise be unable to reach. , _
The group is also planning to commemorate the Dec. 6 Montreal Massacre of
1989, in which a man walked into a classroom at a technical school and killed all
the female students. A letter, later found
in his pocket, blamed feminists for his
troubles.
-''We think it is appropriate for us to
commemorate the event because the massacre took place on a campus," Kaatz
said. ''And because it says now more than
ever that it 's time for men to stand up and
defend the women's movement.''
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What is Sexual Harassment?
The Differing OefinitiOrtS of Men orw:l Women

[l Mon

lrJ

100%

Women

'
60%

J
40%

20%

Dr. Maulana Karenga started Kwanzaa in 1966 as

aholiday to highlight African heritage.

Founder of Kwanzaa to visit Howard '
By Amaeta Wttey
Special to the Hilltop
Source: US Meri! Sy11ems P<Otec!ion 8oatd •
1991 Survey of 8,523 ft'deml Emplo,ee1

men's groups but warns of the dangers of
Action Against Rape and Misogyny
paternalism. ''I think it 's great that 1:9.en (AARM) was established by three black
finally getting together and opening male students at Cornell university in
Students at Tufts University in Medford, are
their eyes instead of denying what is
Massachusetts are defending the women's going on," she said. ''But it 'S also impor- Ithaca, New York. The group, which has
grown to include both men and women,
· movement by challenging the sexism they
tant for men 's groups to stay in active dia- holds workshops on campus on sexual
see both on their carr1pus and \v ithin logue
with women."
assault, plans a Sexual Assault Awareness
themselves.
•
However, not all students on campus Week and acts as a support group for rape
Members of the student group Men
been supportive. According to victims who bring their cases to court.
Must Understand Sexism at Tufts have
''When rape victims step forward to tes(MMUS1) are confronting their own sex- MMUST members, conservative students
on campus have criticized the group as tify in court they have to relive the entire
ism in a format similar to Alcoholics
being too focused on raising awareness, thing," said Eric Acree , one of the
Anonymous. Like AA, MMUST 's 10 arguing
that they should spend more ener- founders of AARM. ''Most people don't
members meet twice a week to discuss
issues of gender in order to promote their gy ,on a concrete issue such as equality for want to go through it alone, e advocate
women in the workplace.
on behalf of the victim.''
own sensitivity.
Actions organized by MMUST include
Nina Cummings, coordi ator of Sexual
''Sexism is obviously threatening to
advisor for
women, but it is also stifling to men," said a protest outside of a Tufts fraternity Assault Education and fac
Eric Beck, founder of MMUST. A history house whose members allegedly spray AARM, believes the group effective
and peace studies major, Beck organized painted a rape scene on a car, and the dis- not onJy at helping rape victim ut also
the group last spring because few men tribution on campus of a petit~o~! '(hat is at confronting sexism at Cornell.
''I think they are a very unique and
were attending sexual awareness work- an apologetic letter on behalf of~en to
shops on campus. Through the group he Anita Hill, the Oklahoma law professor unusual group," Cummings said. ''They
hopes to further the notion that men need who alleged she was-sexually harassed by confront sexism on a deeper level as it is
Court Justice Oarence Thomas. institutionalized in society."
!O take responsibility for their own behav- Supreme
MMUST also plans to raise money for
Acree said that the public is stilJ largely
ior.
ignorant when it comes to sexual harass''We are not pointing any fingers at any- shelters for battered women.
ment. ''We·try to raise their consciousone on campus," Beck said. ''Rather we
Cornell Men Support Rape .Victims ness levels b engaging our audiences with
are a process-oriented group that wants to
questions," said Acree. '' Rape and
come to terms with its own se xism
By educating their fellow students and misogyny affect every part of society,
through honest introspection."
Gina Polumbo, a junior majoring in acting as an advocate for women in court, and they will not be changed unless
anthropology at Tufts who attends - a group of Cornell men seek to correct the they're actively cha llenged by a collective group of people."
MMUST meetings regularly, supports fallacy that rape is a women 's issue.
'fulls Male Students form group •

•

In the spirit of Ha'rambe (togetherness), a group of Howard University students have come together to organize a
weeklong Kwanzaa celebration starting
Dec.' 1.
·Talib Karim, Community Outreach
director for Howard University Student
Association (HUSA), proposed the celebration in an effort to unite the
University community and the D.C.
community.
The Kwanzaa celebration's were
foun·ded by Dr. Mau Jana Karenga.
Karenga is chairman of the Black
Studies Department at California State
University, Long Beach. In 1966 he
started the African-American holiday to
highlight African heritage and tradition.
He -will join the celebration at the '
University Dec. 7.
The Kwanzaa planning committee
and various student organizations are

anxious to bring its principles to the
attention of peers and the community
African-Americans all over the country have been celebrating this self~proclaimed holiday for over a decade, but
there are many who still do not know
what Kwanzaa means.
The celebration will be based on' the
seven principles of Kwanzaa: Umoja,
Kujichagulia, Ujima, Ujamaa, Nia, and
Kuumba.
Each day events center around the meaning of that day's
principle. The customs and rituals of
Kwanzaa will be introduced, and a panel
discussiorr on Global Pan-Africanism
will be held. December 1, the first day of
I Kwanzaa, fo~uses on unity, Umoja.
Committee member Malia Salam, a
junior majoring in graphic arts, says a
sense of community within the group
has resulted because of hard work on
behalf of students to make the event a
success.
"It's very uplifting how many people
have come through for us. I'm very
I excited by the amount of enthusiasm
1

1

1

everyone is displaying," Salam said.
Everyone i~~ihvited to take part in the
celebration.
James Stovall, president of the School
of Communi~atio11s Student Council
feels that the event is important because
it is an opportunity to educate people
about what Kwanzaa means and how we
can apply it to our daily lives throughout
the year.
''Kwanzaa is going to expose oUr
school, the University, and the community to our heritage and culture," Stovall
said.
·
Karim believes members of the
Howard community and surrounding
areas will have a chance to do something
meaningful and positive.
''Too often campus and community
organizations plan events without
involving one another. Consequently,
time conflicts and redundancy result,"
Karim s:i:id.
''Hopefully, coming together for this
activity will make it .easier IQ collaborate
in t.he future," he added.

Graduate schools open doors for research
Research from pag. Al
programs need to be improved as well as
eliminated.
"We have to be recognized as a school
of high quality for the degrees to be recognized as high quality. So we must
make sure each of our programs meet or
exceed ilational standards. If they do not
and don't show promise of achieving
that, we will make some adjustments,"
Sadler said.
J
Sadler said that making sure the
$Chool 's programs are of acceptab le
quality is his top priority.
Recommendations for the elimination
or restructuring of programs will be prese nted very soon to the Dean of

Motors Acceptance Corporation.
''They agreed to pay for my graduate
studies if I worked there ·while' I was
going to school. I quit in August before
coming to Howard. Now, I teach two
Principles of Speech classes and receive
the teaching assistantship's stipend,"
Barfield said.
In th~ final phase of restructuring, the
graduate school's entire academic program is being scrutinized. Peer review
groups, made up of both interrial and
external professionals, evaluat~each of
the 30 departments in the sc ol. The
evaluations, which were com eted in
April, will be used to determine which

Academic Affairs. After leaJ ing Dr.
Ladner 's office, it will be examined by
President Jenifer and the board of
trustees.
Dr. Esther Ottley, associate dean for
administration, said it will be exciting
for everyone to see what the outcome
will be after the board's evaluation.
While she could not discuss any specific recommendations in the proposal,
Ottley said, ''We have been working tirelessly on the proposal all year. Every
program in the school has been evaluated. There won't just be eliminations.
Some programs will be enhanced and
others will be downsized. ''

Howard Chapter of
Society of Professional
J ou,rnalists to meet
'

'-._

'
•
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The Howard University Chapter of
the Society of Professional Journalists
(SPJ) will hold a new members meeting Thursday, December 6 in the
Department of Journalism conference
room on the second floor of the School
of Communications. The meet,ing,
which will begin at5 p.m., is part of an
effort to revitalize the H. U. Chapter.
The SPJ, since its founding in 1909,
has been committed to encouraging and
maint<i_ing the liberties provided in the
Freedom of ·fnforrnation Act ~hroUgfr

,,,

!extensive legislative, judicial, and educational efforts. Each year it awards
·more than $100,000 in,sct-olarships to
~ollege students.
·
The H.U. Chapter of SPJ is part of a
network of over 200 professional and
student chapters across the country.
For more information on the Howard
University chapter, contact Dawn
Goodman-Washington at 202-806·6611
or Dr. Anne Nunamaker in the
. Department
. pf Journalism .
'
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The Politics They Play

•

the unemployn1ent aid. The new funds will be
raised by having wealthy taxpayers pay their
quarterly returns sooner than usual. Surely this
goes against the grain of right-wing, republican
dogma?
On the consumer front, Bush has chosen to
briefly divert his attention from the international arena to issues that affect American consumers, many of \vhom are wallowing in debt.
The president has called for banks to lower their
interest rates on credit cards in an effort to help
spur the economy. 11ow much will this help?
For people 1vho are already in debt and who
have stopped spending, will lower interest rates
.really cau se th em to spend niore when they
have troubl e paying off the debt they already
owe and are presently down? Not likely. The
only thing Bush affords consumers is the oppor!unity to sink deeper into debt at a lower interest rate. Thanks, but no thanks.
Election year economics are perhaps one of
the niost damaging phenomena in democratic
societies. So much of our well-being is tied to
the economi c performance of the nation.
Politicians not only kno\v this, but manipulate it
to their immediate advantage and our eventual
detriment. 1'his nation has a debt and growth
problem that requires political will and courage
to tackl e, not political acumen and chicanery to
skirt. Most of all, the economy needs an electorate that recognizes that the party is over and
that the piper niust be paid ..

After doing the right thing with passage of
the Civil Rights Bill of 1991 and the abortion
bill, the politicos on Capital Hill are back to
politics as usual. With elections just around the
corner and political approval ratings on the
decline for incumbents, politicians and political
advocates are manipulating issues and the economy so as to gain the support of the electorate
while leaving behind them an absolute quagmire of bad, albeit politically expedient policies.
Abortion-rights advocates are playing with
fire and tempting fate. Fully convinced of the
eventual overturn of Roe v. Wade, they now
\Vant the case to go to court as soon as possible
in hopes that it may be overturned as quickly as
possible. Their rationale is that if Roe can be
overturn ed before the elections in November,
then it can be used as an election issue to dump
pro-life politicians and support pro-choice
advocates. We have Roe now, don't rock the
boat and risk loosing it forever.
The president also has reversed some of his
stands on issues concerning unemployment
benefits and credit-card interest rate caps.
Previous to the agreed upon compromise, Bush
vetoed two extensions of unemployment benefit extensions. Now, however, as his administration comes to grips with the true state of the
economy and as they deal with the republican
~enate defeat in Penns,ylvania, he has turned
over a new economic leaf and decided to grant

•
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beyond that.)
A little thought on the part of these people who
have demonstrated an aversion to thinking would
reveal that they are really hurting themselves.
Why do they 1vant to have a high GPA? Because
they want to pursue the shallow Am~rican dream
of getting a fat job and making a lot of money.
How do they get jobs? Recruiters come to campus and interview. When do recruiters interview ? Around the end of the first semester,
beginning of the second. So, it is quite possible
that recruiters \v iii be among those standing out
in the co ld shive ring while they slink away
snickeri ng and giggling over their apparent victory.
What sort of impression are recruiters left to
make about l lo,vard studen.ts? Not a very good
one, and rightly so. They are left to draw conclusions tha t Ho,vard students are irresponsible and
unprepared at crunch time. What sort of company would hire someone who could not perform
und er pressure and dn deadline.? -No decent
firm, especiall y no firm with fat jobs and big
bucks. Granted, they may have gained a shortterm reprieve, however, if the recruiters do not
com e back do to their idiotic pranks, they have
brough) upon themselves a long-term loss.
This editorial does not challenge these people
to stop their stupidity - they are not up to the
challenge. Neither does it not ask them to think
about the consequence of their action - thinking
beyond their noses is admittedly a daunting task
for them. Assuming a certain level of literacy,
this editorial simply illuminates results of their
actions that they, through intellectual want, cannot see. However, if they are able to reacli the
, proper conclusions and change their ways and
a'ttitudes, maybe we can all go about the business
of being the best t we can be.e.
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Letters to the Editor
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As "the semester draws to a close, once again
certain Howardites engage in that embarrassing
and defeatist tradition of calling campus security
and giving false bomb threats or setting off false
fire alarms, all in an effort to avoid taking exams
that will have to be taken sooner or later.anyway.
These unwelcome pranksters fail to see that their
actions do much more harm to themselves than
good (but then again, if they were smart enough to
think past the immediate result of their actions,
, they would be smart enough to be prepared for the
'. exam in the first place, no?) They have surely
traded short-term gain for long-term loss, and
1even the short-term gain is questionable.
·
These students (using the term loosely) create
fire or bomb· disturbances because they are not
prepared to take an exam or complete some other
graded class assignment. In an effort to get a
better grade, they seek to delay the completion of
the assignment or exam. In their infinite wisdom, they fail to see that by postponing the exam
only gives the professor more time and ample
excuses to make the exam harder (which any
professor should do in order to ensure the integrity of the students' grades in their classes).
By the time of the exam, the prankster-idiots
are still as far behind the class as they were
before. Additionally, even though they are trying
to get a better grade, they are not gaining any
knowledge because the last minute cramming
they did was for the benefit of an exam and more
along the lines of memorization not for their own
self-improvement. (This too is something that
must be recognized by teachers. Their exams
must measure more than a student's ability to
regurgitate information, the exams should cha!lenge them to think and draw conclusions.
Knowledge of the material covered should be
assumed when testing - the test should stretch

Dance
Ensemble
offers
•
gr1evences
Dear Editor,
'

This letter is to protest the
unfair treatment received by the
Howard University Dance
Ensemble in regards to your coverage of Homecoming '91
events.
On Tuesday, Oct. 29, 1991, the
Howard University. Dance
Ensemble performed as part of
this year's Homecoming events.
The turnout we received was
tremendous when one considers
the fact that there was NO help
from what is supposed to be the
pinnacle of collegiate reporting.
We are, of course discussing
THE HILLTOP.
Your paper was given sufficient
notice as to the date of our performance. I know this to be a

•
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cal and current experience that complimented the
book-learning from the classrooms. They all
gave Ho,vard students an edge over our competition by giving us insight into the "real deal."
The conference was capped off by a banquet
held at the Grand Hyatt. The keynote speaker
was Rodney A. Coleman, executive director for
Urban and Municipal Affairs at General Motors
Corporation. His speech called for what the
Business Week Conference personified: A union
of business and education to keep America competitive and growing in the 21st century.
The school ·of business, as well as the other
preprofessional schools at Howard, are doing
just that - uniting with businesses throughout the
world to enable Howard to compete and to grow
in the century ahead of us. That is the only way
ahead for us as a school, as a people and as a
nation ..

fact because I personally delivered a copy of our press release
to Karen Good, your Tempo editor. Also, we are aware that a
story was written for "your issue
which came out the week before
our homecoming events began.
We also know that photos of the •
show were submitted by your
Photo Editor, Edgar Bastien.
The question then arises as to,
"Why were we not featured in .
any issues of your publication,
either before our show or after?"
Of course you may argue· that a
journalistic decision had· to be
made with your space constraints in mind. If this is the
case, how is it that the Miss
Howard pageant was able to
receive the entire front page of
the issue immediately following
the Homecoming Events? How
is it that you and your staff was
, able to find sufficient room to
print a story on Nicole
Sutherland, the former Miss
Howard? How is it that sufficient room was found for articles
on both the Homecoming con-

cert and the fashion show? In
your estimation, was the Howard
University Dance Ensemble not
"Newsworthy"? I think those in
attendance would prove that
train of thought incorrect.
We realize that as Editor-in
Chief, you must make decisions
as to what will make it into the
papet, and unfortunately, s.ome
items wilrnot make the cut. We
fully understand the pressures
that your position must entail,
but we also feel that a newspaper, be it The Washington Post,
or be it THE HILLTOP, should
represent the entire audience it is
reporting to. In this case, a large
segment of your audience was
denied representation and we
think that this large segment was
hurt by your decision. We know
of 27 hard working, talented, and
gif(ed people who definitely
were.
The Howard University Dance
Ensemble Board of Directors

THE HILLTOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Faculty, administrators, staff, students and
alumni are encouraged to share their original ideas and opinions.
We publish only material addressed to us. We routinely edit letters for space and correct errors of sty le~
spelling and punctuation. Letters as well as commentaries must be typed and signed, complete with full address and
telephone number.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page of THE HILLTOP are solely the views of the Editorial Board,
and do not neccessarily relfect the opi~ions of Howard University, its administration, THE HILLTOP Board or the
students.

Please address letters and comments to:
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Editorial Editor
THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20059
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Tasha Hailey, Business and Finance Editor
Keith Leadbetter, Design Director
Ron Sullivan, Production Assistant
Rodney Reynolds, Head Artist
Tanisha Massey, Profluctlon Assistant
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John Jacks, Business Assistant
Alicia Chambers, Office Manager

Darrell Winston Hill, Editorial Editor
Johanna Wilson, Sports Editor
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We Welcome Your Letters and Comments

A Class Act
The Howard University School of Business
15th Annual Business Week Conference is a
model for what business education, indeed all
preprofessional education, should be about. The
conference, whose theme was "Strategy 2000:
Unity, Education and Economic Empowerment",
was paid for and organized by the School of
Business Student Council.
The four day conference represented a literal
coup in terms of the firms that they were able to
book to sponsor the various seminars: Citicorp
Credit Services, Harvard Business School, Walt
Disney, J. ~. Morgan and Goldman, Sachs.
These firms sponsored such seminars as"Negotiating: The Key to Being
Top
Manager," "The Harvard MBA: The Ul~mate
Success Story," "Global Marketing in the New
World Order" and "The Glitz and Glam ur of
Wall Street." All these seminars brought practi-
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Benjamin Onu' Arah

point of becoming incoherent and sense- decided to go public with his health
less and, finally he asked me with a con- problem: ''Havi11 g HIV, I want every. On Thursday, Nov. 7, the basketball fused and sympathetic voice ''What does body to practice safe sex, be aware
superstar Earvin ''Magic" Johnson both this thing mean and how can this ever what's going on'' and '' I want to educate
courageously and unaba~hedly happen, how can it happen to Magic the public. We don 't have to run from it,
announced to the world that he has tested · Johnson?'' Well, this is the point and this be ashamed. ''
But Magic Johnson, despite the fact
positive for and, if the test is medically is why what has happened to our
correct that would mean that he, has con- ''Magic'' which is a human tragedy, or that he has been forced to retire from
basketball- which is what he does best
tracted t.he deadly relrovirus or the HIV what I may call ''a fortunate fall."
We all admire Magic's courage and for health reasons- and despite the fact
(known as the ''human immunodeficienthat he has now graciously joined the
cy virus'') that causes AIDS.
ranks of those who have contracted this
AIDS is the ''Acquired Immune
deadly HIV killer-disease, he has not lost
Deficiency Syndrome'' that comes about
his heroism and ''1nagic." He has assured
and is conditioned by the infection of and
us that ''I plan on going on, living for a
an attack on cel ls immune system and,
long time." And he truly has our honest
thus, leaving the individual or carrier
and sincerest prayers all through this
susceptible to some other complex health
ordeal and he will continue to have our
hazards. So being exposed to this deadmoral support. Also, our hearts go to all
ly virus is the initial stage in this comthose who are the carriers of this deadly
plex life-threatening process that, since
virus and we wish them well.
there is no medical panacea found or is
Bui what do we have to learn from the
yet to be manufactured, will evenlually
''Magic'' experience? We can all agree
kill its victim.
with him that ''this is not like my life is
When the sad news of what has befallover." Of course, it is not and life goes
en our ''Magic'' Johnson hit the· streets
and most schools around the Washington forthrightness in coming forward to tell on. But obviously for him to test posiarea, that he has contracted the deadly the world of his misfortune and to share tive for and contract the HIV is both a
AIDS virus through some form of het- with us all his health predicament. What • human tragedy and a ''w<tke-up call."
erosexuaJ contact, reactions were mixed has happened to Magic has, of course Aristotle, the Greek philosopher, in his
with unbelief, confusion, sympathy, and transformed him and has made more Poetics, tells us that ''a tragedy' is the imiapprehension. I immediately called a people conscious and more apprehensive tation of an action that is serious and
friend whom I know is Johnson's admir- of the AIDS epidemic- which is a also ... with incidents arousing pity and
er to inform him of what I just heard. killer-disease. Appearing on ''The 'fear, wherewith to accomplish its catharAnd when I was talking to him on the Arsenio Hall Show'' just one day after sis of such emotions."
Magic Johnson is obviously in this
phone about the news, J noticed that he· his public announcement , Magic
was struggling with his emotions to the Johnson heroically explainejl why he instance, our ''tragic hero'' who has fallen

According to the
Washington Post,
"About 75 per cent of
people with AIDS
worldwide were
infected through
heterosexual
contacts."

because of some tragic flaw or moral ine and re-examine their lives for the betweakness or defect in his character. So ter.
let us take it that·he has fallen from grace
One report stated that approximately
because he had sex with the wrong 47,000 people have died do to AIDSwoman prior to his marriage to the for· related complications and in 1990, many
mer Cookie Kelly from Lansing, _ more will die . According the World
Michigan. The essence or function of Health Organizatio11 (WHO) statement
human tragedy, that happens to those released in the Nov. 12, 1991 issue of
with heroic characters, is catharsis, The Washington Post, ''About 75 per
which means the ability to purify our- cent of people with AIDS worldwide
selves of such flaws and related emo- were infected through heterosexual contions. So what we can learn from the tacts, although this group still accounts
Magic Johnson tragedy, or fortunate fall, for a small fraction of cases in North
is that we do not become HIV carriers or America.and Europe.''
victims, that y;e learn how best to purify
The frig.htening thing about the
ourselves from this deadly disease and spread of HIV";, is that "up to 5,000 peothat the consciousness gained from learn- ple are infected each day and predicted
ing that this virus can infect anyone, the number of HIV cases may rise four·
regardless of sexual preference, will help fold by the ., end of the decade ."
us all in making the critical choice Furthermore, ''we have predicted that by
between indulging in abstinence or safe the year 2000, there will be 40 million
sex or living wisely by avoiding Magic's adults and children infected with HIV,"
fatal, although human error.
according to Michael Merson of WHO 's
Magic Johnsoq has warned us, espe- AIDS program. The spread of this virus
cially those who falsely think that it can- is serious and it calls for our immediate
not happen or affect them, that ''people action, but there is practically nothing
are a little naive and they think it cannot that anyone could do other than encourhapp"en to them. Sometimes, we think age students and friends to think about
only gay people get it. And here I am the risk involved in having any kind of
saying that it can happen to anybody." sexual contact.
People have a right to enjoy their sexual
Is it worth dying for? Is it worth
preferences, however, no one group is risking one 's life and destroying one's,
spared of this epidemic, no one group is hopeful future? To be forewarned is to
excused from this killer disease if indi· be forearmed , and what it now boils
viduals just go on living life aimlessly down to is that ''prevention is better than
without stopping for a moment to exam- cure." Let us try first to prevent this

When the Valedictorian

'

Has a Baby
Dara Jackson

,

'' Who told you to touch that? '' Li s'a
(pseudonym) asks in her best Mommyas-disciplinarian voice. The little girl
looks shocked, then hurl. Her little
mouth forms a perfect circle and then
spits out a ferocious wail.
Unmoved by her daughter's outburst,
Lisa commands her to replace lhe object
in question. Obediently, she does as
she's told. After a short silence she
climbs into her mother's lap and kisses
her apologetically on the lips. "All better," she says with a devilish grin.
Already this little girl has learned lhe
subtle art of manipulation. I watch with
envy and delight as one of my best girlfriends displays a compassion and
authority I never knew she possessed.
Three years ago Denise (whose name
has also been changed) did not exist. I
first found out about her 4uring the second semester of my sophomore year in
college. Lisa called to see how classes
were going, whether my boyfriend and I
were still logether, girl talk. I remember
out of nowhere she said, ''Guess what?''
Before I had time to ask the ever traditional '' What?'' she told me she was
pregnant. She sounded neither frantic,
nor elated, which disturbed me.
Disappointed, bul not surprised, I asked
her to go over each bit of information
that led her to that conclusion.
Her ~oyfriend of three years had
moved to Hampton to be closer to Lisa,
then a student at Hampton University.
There are only three things to do in
Hampton-drink, do drugs or have
sex-one of which they did regularly.
I wondered how she should have let
this happen. We were the good girls, we
studied, we shopped, we talked about
boys, and for the most part we kept out
Panties up and our skirts down.,. She was
valedictorian of our graduating class.
We voted her most studious. Didn't she
know that early motherhood translated
into decreased job experience and earning potentiaJ?
In my mind , being a mother at 19
meant automatic failure. Do not pass
go, do not collect $200. I advised my
friend to have an abortion. As far as I
was concerned, there was no question
about what to do as long as abortion was
still legal and could be done quickly.
I was angry with Lisa and though I
. did not want to admit it to her, I was also
: jealous. She was going to take the easy
way out. She was settling for less just as
! a Washington Post reporter, Althea
I Knight, had said she would, in her
J expose of our high school as a breeding
ground for mediocrity.
Teen pregnancy was already near epidemjc proportions in the Washington
1 metro area. Teenage girls were using
'I their young bodies 10 replace all of the
young_ brothers that were being gunned
· down and incarcer~ted daily. And
I1 although I knew the situation existed, it
did not seem real until Lisa got pregnant.
There is supposed to be a formula to
I life-you go to college, marry Mr. Right
; (or Mr. Close Enough), succeed in your
~ career field, then. have babies. Jn that
) order.
j Lisa completely rejected my notions of
t the way her life ought to be. She was in
, love with the baby ls father and he with
' her. There was no reason for her not to
i have the baby. They were planning to
1
get married eventually anyhow.
She returned home as soon as the
; semester was over, and I convinced my

i

I

boss to give her a job. She was already
row; months pregnant, but her body had
not changed at all.
By month five in a pregnancy, the fetus
has fully formed. Lisa still did not puff
up. Her belly started to swell slightly, as
if she ' d s'uddenly acquired a taste for
beer, but not enough to tell she was
pregnant. On the inside I agonized
about how she would never make more
than $16,000 a year. On lhe outside I
Was a good friend. I did not gossip
about her situation and I promised to
help plan her baby shower.
Signs of life really started to appear in
Lisa's body by month six. Lisa's beer
belly had grown larger. The organism
growing inside pushed outward until her
stomach resembled a basketball. I was
reminded daily of the Wil4 Kingdom
show on reptiles where a snake can be
seen swallowing mice whole. Lisa and her
boyfriend, secretly ran off to get married.
By month seven complete strangers
were offering Lisa advice on baby care.
Our co-workers dragged out old wives
tales about how one could tell whether a
baby was XX or XY. Carrying low
meant a boy for sure. Indigestion n1cant
lots of curly hair.
l developed a fear of pregnant women.
They were everywhere, especially the
young ones. I spc.culated that 1he condi·
tion was contagious and forbid my
boyfriend to come near me.
The U.S. black teen birth rate is nearly
twice as high as that of their white counterparts. The seventh month comes and
goes. Lisa was turning into Frosty the
Snow Man. Her face, ankles, stomach
and butt were getting more round with
each passing day.
Months eight and nine whizzed by as
Lisa is fast approaching her due date .. A
baby shower is held one Saturday after·
noon for the size ten that kidnapped my
size 5/6 soulmate.
After each gift is opened she is
required to hold it up and explain its
nature and uses. After about the third
gift everything is a blur. Lisa has the
routine down pat, like a flight attendant
preparing her passengers for takeoff.
''Insert the belt buckle into the clasp and
adjust ... in case of an emergency your
seat cusliion can also be used as a flota·
tion device."
Lisa was very lucky she received several basic baby accessories-sleepers, a
crib, towel sets-many girls just get
large boxes of disposable diapers.
I guess Lisa considered me important
because when her water broke in the
wee hours of the morning she called me.
I spent the entire day calling the hospital
between classes to check on her condition. About the tenth time I called,
Lisa's mother, who had given birth to
Lisa after her first year in coll ege,
informed me that my friend had just
given birth to a girl.
I see Lisa and her daughter often, each
time I understand a littl.e better why she
chose motherhood over abortion. It suits
her well.
She has returned to school and is pursuing a degree in Business Management.
Lisa and the baby's father have separated permanently. And she is pursuing
other love interests.
I continue to cultivate my wariness of
young unmarried pregnant women. Last
year, another high school educated,
unmarried friend of mine ceremoniously
announced she was pregnant and wanted
me to be the baby's Godmother. One
month later, my sister, the unmarried
doctor, was also pregnant.

a e
killer disease from consuming us. If
however, after trying every means necessary ta avoid it, but is somehow still happens, only then can w_e talk about its
remedies of possible cure. At the
moment, there is no possible medical
cure for it. AZT, DDI etcetera are medical experiments th.at can be used to prolong lives and the medical community is
still in a state of confusion about the
medicinal effectiveness and future of
these drugs.
The only cure or prevention for AJDS
is education, not just any kind of education, but moral or ethical education. This
kind of education is such that can help
individuals and students to learn how to
live both wisely and deliberately. The
kind of education which is urgently
needed is the kind that will teach people
how best to make the right kind of choices, to make moral choices and to avoid
being part of the future AIDS statistics.
This is the time for each and everyone
of us to begin·to ''live the examined life the only kind of life worth living.» And
no matter the choices that we may or
may not make, one thing which is certain
and which the Magic experience can
teach us all, is that we are responsible for
our moral actions and that we must all
pay the costly price when we fail to live
what is life.
The wriler is a lecturer in the
Department of Philosophy in the College
of Arts and Sciences.
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Who is 1
Watching
Your Back?
Melvin J. Anderson
During my life~ime, I have been
called extreme, half-cocked, quick-tempered, rampant, excessive, unreasonable
and even some things that, for the sake
of decor, I cannot print in this commentary. These labels do not bother me
because those who know me know that I
am far from any of thi:se. Howe-Ver, I
have always been known to take the
radical approach to problem solving. I
accept this title with great pride because
I always try my very best to get .to the
root of any problem that I am faced with
and since radical means to get to the

root, then I advocate the radical
approach to dealing with the subversive.
Many of you may ask; Who is the
subversive? More specifically, I am
speaking of those deceitful, false-hearted, superficial, fairweather, (or more
bluntly) phony-11ss friends and self proclaimed token advocated in our personal
and even not so personal 11\ies. I learned
some time ago that there will come a
time in everyone's life when you discover who are your friends and who are your
enemies.
Malcolm X·once spoke of individuals
such as these, ones who prete,nd to be
your friends, but whose only objective is
to bring you down or stab out at you.
These are individuals motivated by jealousy, envy, and personal sellout, but as-rhave said on occasion, these are the Ones
who must one day be discarded and
crushed along with other enemies if so
necessary.
Your enemy will go to all lengths to/
bring you down so don't be fooled by an
amicable appearance. These are often
times individuals whom you may have
known for great deal of time, but remember, everything that looks good ain ' t
good for you.
During the past decade there has been
an increasing number of blacks who
have transformed into these republican
conservative idealistic renegades, many
•

'

of whom are no more than propitiating
House Negroes who kowtow their way
. up as far as their ''masses'' will allow
them..!Q go. These are individuals who
profess to be your advocates and who
profess to be in your best interest just as·
some individuals profess to be your
friends.
You must realize that often times
these two individuals fall into the very
same category: One may sell you out in
order to move up another step while
climbing that social scale, the other may
maliciously malign you behind your
back, but both have consciously set out
to do you harm. How their actions manifest themselves is merely a matter of
available resources.
Let's be clear lhat I do not wish to
have anyone going around looking over
their shoulder and questioning the sincerity of friends. Please understand that
those who are not sincere and true
friends will eventually m;ike themselves
obvious to you just as the sellouts of
today will be made obvious lo us all. Be
warned that the hands that look like your
own are often times the ones that you
must watch most carefully. These are the
hands of the subversives that J speak of.
Hands driven by the devil. Hands among
wrong ranks. Hands that were maybe
even once loved but hands that will
eventually be despised

Whether or not its the hands of Juan
Williams, Shelby Steele, Clarence
Thomas or your so-called homeboy or
homegirl who smiles in your face and
stabs out at you when your back is turned
to tijem, never be fooled by their deceptions. lt is important to stay focused on
the realization that we, as black people,
are constantly at war. The casualities of
' war are. all around us. We have an inordinate amount of black men in prison or
under the hands of the judicial system in
America. We have over 1,000 Afro·
Brazilians being slayed down in the
streets like dogs every single month by
the hands of the Brazilian government.
We have an oppressive institutionalized practice of slavery under the hands
of apartheid in South Africa. Just as in
war, we have our own informants, turncoats, and subversives plotting to bring
us down . These are individuals who·
directly jeopardize what we fight for.
Those who threaten our mission, obvious ly threaten us all; but also know that
tl1ose who choose to threaten us personally threaten our mission indirectly and
n1ust be dealt with appropriately.
Like I stati:d earlier, I advocate the
radical approach to problem solving and
I am prepared to deal with those among
me and elsewhere who are not forthright
and exact. How are you prepared to deal
with those among you.
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By Shawnee Smith
Hilltop Staff Writer

There are no beggars sleeping in streets or doorways."
CUBA Stressing the fact that the Cuban people do eat,
Contrary to popular belief, Cuba is not in danget free healthcare and education, Tablada failed
ger of collapsing because of the switch of the
to give the people's feelings about the hardships.
Soviet Union's economy. If the nation should colJn an article in The Progressive, Saul Landau, said
lapse it will be from other factors, said Carlos
that the people don't want to stand in line f
Tablada, a Cuban economist.
necessities or take the bus. He claims that gett · g
According to Tablada, Cuba has been prepara car or a toilet repaired legally can tum peoP. to
ing for commerce sovereignty since 1990 with the
criminal activity, paying someone to ste the
amount of Cuban-Soviet trade dropping by 58
parts from the State.
percent. In fact, the only trade Cuba has mainTablada also said that Cuba doesn't xercise
tained with the Soviet Union this year was oil.
racism and has expanded the number f Cuban
Only 10 percent of Cuba's budget is comprised of
blacks in high positions. He also r~inded the
- foreign aid.
audience that Cuba sent 160,000 d9Ctors, teachCuba currently has relations with 131 couners and engineers to Africa free yf charge. He
tries, and with the advent of the Soviet economic
added that the 4,000 Cuban doc rs in Africa is
change, Cuba has received offers of foreign
more than any sent by a worl ealth organizaI investment and money from nations including
tion.
North America. ''Not only does North America
Dr. Arthur E. Burt, a pro ssor in the history
respect us but the people of the world care for and
department said, ''Castro omised to do every•
love us," Tablada said.
thing possible to abolish vestiges of Cuba and
Tablada stated many reasons why socialism
all references to black and white in the legal syswill continue in Cuba. ''Our revolution came
·tem .... he also made efforts to el'Cvate blacks to
from the roots, it was thought of and fought by
positions of responsibility but blacks in Cuba like
Cubans with weapons We stole from the
blacks in any society realized that racism can't be
Americans!'' He added that sociali sm .was a
legislated away even from a 'dictator' like Fidel
sovereign decision made in Cuba, not in Yalta or
CastrO."
Malta.
An article in Emerge magazine tells a different
''The Cuban revolution didn 't limit tbe nationpicture. According tot he article, conditions are
alist ideas of the Cuban people while in other
still bad for black Cubans, and they are still at the
nations its manife station limited individual
bottom of Ouba 1s economic system.
rights," he sa id.
'
Tablada said that socialism will continue ·in
Cuban socia lism, Tablada said, developed its
Cuba until the people decide otherwise. The govconcepts with culture in mind: humanism and
ernment is putting the young population in power
spiiituality. It developed global economics with a
to ensure a successor to Castro, ''Socialism will
new consciousness, developing just as many faccontinue after Castro, Castro is not socialism, the
•
tories as it did hospitals. Things Tablada said the Cuba has been preparing for economic sovereignty since 1990, they are already receiving offers for investment
people are socialism," Tablada said.
Soviet Union failed to do.
Rodney Reynolds, a senior majoring in art
ads ~n which the people had less freedom. He
Tablada did adn1i1 that the country is suffering.
He did specify that amid the hardships his
''The Soviet Union's problem was the inability ad~1ts that in t~e mid '70s and .!80s, his ~ountry " I h<tve 10 sta11d in line for an hotir ~nd a half for country suffers, hi s country takes better care of administration, who heard Tablada's claims felt a
to advance cultural ly." he said. They alienated copie~ the Soviet model but soon found it to be food, blit \VC cat brc.akfast, we eat runch, we cat their people than the United States does. little suspicious. ''It was like he was just telling us
humans and interjected capitalist laws and meth- undesirable. \
everyday. "
''Everyone has free education and free healthcare. what he thought we wanted to ~ear. "
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Students outraged by
· Greencard Lottery

•

•

By Yolanda O'Quion
Hilltop Staff Writer

"

lly Alvin Hoff

glble.
Thabo Mofokens, a junior majoring in· electrical engi·

neering from Pretoria, South Africa, said that since the
newspapers made the lottery sound bias, he didn't enter.
''I think that it's disgusting that they misled us to think
that special privileges were given to European countries," he
said.
Under the Immigration Act of 1990, the Department of
State must provide visas to immigrants from underrepresent~
ed countries over the next three years. A country is consid-

Profile on African leaders

Emperor
Haile Selassie
By Abba Ahuna
Special to the Hilltop
Born on July 23, 1892, in the mountains of Ethiopia, under
the name Tafari Makonnen, Emperor Haile Selassie shot his
first lion and captured his own \Vild pony at the age of 10.
Four years later, Selassie .was appointed sheriff of the
province of Somali, and at 19 he was made governor of the
large wealthy province of Harrar and given the title of '' Ras'' or
Prince.
Before becoming e1n peror of Ethiopia, Tafari fought an
uphill battle amidst the corruption, 1deceit and political turmoil
around him. The young prince 's life was in constant danger
I
from others conspiring to gain royal power. Antid these obsta~_J
cles, he maintained an admirable ethical posture. ~ shied
away from the many concubines available to him, ancYinstead and his history will remember your judgment," lie said.
Selassie called upon the other members of the League to
preferred the company of one woman, to whom he was faithful
enforce articles 10 and 16 of the League's charter, which g11arall his life.
In 1930, through perseverance and cunning, Selassie was antee against aggression of one member on anotl1er, but his
crowned emperor of one of the oldest countries on earth, a speech was completely ignored. A few years later, M11 ssolini
positioR. he would hold for more than 50 years. His full title teamed up with Hitler and the rest is history.
was ''His Imperial Majesty, Haile Selassie J, Kings of Kings,
Winston Churchill, who was then only a member of parliaLords of Lords, Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah, Elect ment, complained that the British government shou ld have
stood behind the Emperor, and-if it had helped Ethiopia at that
. of the Most High, Emperor of Ethiopia."
Standing at a mere 4 feet 11 inches tall, Selassie became a time, an infinitely more terrible war could have been preventcolorful leader among the European heads of Statei..whenever ed.
he p~id a State visit, he arrived leading his pet lion, 1ojo.
After Churchill's speech, Selassie went into eiile in
E~g~t y~ars prior to his coron~tion, Selassie applied for England where he remained for the next five years during the
adm1ss1on into the League of Nations. At the same time he war. Eventually the tide turned in favor of the allies and in
abolished slavery in order to conform to the League's standard 1941 Selassie returned to Ethiopia. With the help of the British,
on human rights. However, another member of the League he liberated his country from tbe Italian rule.
Italy's actions stimulated a feelidg of unity· among other
ignored the same charter Selassie sought to uphold and invaded
Ethiopia on October 2, 1935. Italy 's Benito Mussolini invaded black nations of Africa who regarded _the European aggression
the country just four years before the outbreak of World War II. as an attack against the entire black race.
At Stanford University in 1964, tlaile Selassie delivered his
Mussolini sent an army of 650,000 troops, 2 million tons of
ammunition, 400 war planes and huge amounts of poiso11 gas most famous speech. In it he said, ''Until the philosophy which
against an unarmed Ethiopian population. Over 700,000 holds one race superior and another inferior is finally discredit- ."
Ethiopian men, women and children were slaughtered.
ed and abandoned; until there are no longer first a11d second
<?n June 30, 1936, Selassie addres sed the Leagu e of class citizens of any nation; until the color of a man 's skin is of \
Nations. He confronted the world audience with the reality of no more significance than the color of his eyes; until that day
what Italy and its fascist dictator were doing to his country. the dream of everlasting peace and the rul e of international
''The problem submitted to the assembly today is collective morality will remain but a fleeting illusion to be pursued but
' security. It is the very existence of the League of Nations. God never attained."

•
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Somalia
1 1 months after several Somali rebel
forces ousted dictator and former
President Mohammed Siad Barre from
office, Somalia is in total collapse of
central autrhority. Basic food and medical supply is said to be scarce and fighting between the Somaliland Republic
and the United Somalia Congress (USq
has increased.
The continued fighting between rebel
forces has left Somali fields without
food, because Somali farmers have fled
their land in quest of peace and stability.
South Africa
President of the African National
Congress (ANC) Nelson Mandela said
that the first meeting of an all party confcrence, 10· begin the process of drawing
up a new non-racial constitution, will be
held November 29. The conference is
expected to be attended by almost all the
major black and white political parties
incl uding Kwazulu Chief Mini ster
Mangosi.lthu Buthelezi's lnkatha party.
The conference is expected tO' Qraw up
basic principles for a new consfitution
and establish an interim government that
~ would allow black leaders to share in the
decision making process during the transition period.
·
Kenya
In an atten1pt to keep his country a
si ngle party state and stop pluralism and
den1ocratic reform, Kenya pfesident
Daniel Arap Moi ordered his security
forces to arrest 12 advocates of multipar-

ty democracy. Those arrested on charges
of breaching public security included
former vice president Oginga Odinga,
Gitobu lmanyara, a-journalist and lawyer
and James Orengu, activist lawyer and
civil libertarian. Other arrests included
lawyer Paul Muite and Martin Shikuku, a
leader of the banned forum for the
restoration of democracy.
The arrests have triggeted numerous
. protests and criticism from foreign government including the United States,
France and international human rights
·groups. In the town of Kamukunji
Kenyan riot police and soldiers armed
with automatic weapons and nigJttsticks,
fired numerous rounds of tear gas at
crowds as they gathered in the historic
Kamukunji park.
According to international journalists,
the police captured and beat protesters to
near unco nsciousness with clubs and
fists before forcing them into the back of
the station.
According to a recent report from the
World Health Organization and Harvard
University School Of Public Health and
Public Affairs, at least 25% of Uganda's
population is believed to be infected with
the HIV virus.
Niger
Fighting between farmers and
nomadic shepherds over scarce arable
land took the life of 103 people mostly
children, women and elderly.
Zambia
Fresh of his victory in Zambia's first
multiparty election, Frederick Chiliba,

Zambia'a new president has called on
Zambians home and abroad, as well as
fonner president Kennneth Kuanda, to
help support his government in an effort
to make democracy work.
Sf;eaking to Zambian citizens at a
pub ic gathering, Chiluba said that
Africans all around the continent are
beginning to realize the importance of
democracy, and that democracy is the
only way to improve Africa's economy
and unemployment and other problems.

Libya
The government of President
Mommar Gadafi denied that Libyan
intelligence agents carried out tbe bombing of Pan AM flight 103.
The government has called for the
case to be sent to a ''neutral'' international committe of inquiry or to the
International Court of Justice, A United
Nations judicial body for a neutral investigation.
Liberia

Senegalese Presdient Abdou Diouf
has sent around 20,000 Senegalese
troops to Liberia to join 15,000 West
African forces, already in Liberia, in an
attempt to end the civil in the nation.
Iilterim President Amos Sawyer said
that he is confident that rebel leader
Charles Taylor and his men were ready
to lay down their arms in order to end
civil unrest. Sawyer also said that he
was optimistic that the disarmament process will lead to the return of the 80,000
refugees in the neighboring countries.
Elections are scheduled to be held in
April 1992.

Commu11ity Outreach Survey
Please clrcle your classlflcallon: freshman

sophomore

junior

senior

1. How lmpol'tlnt Is community Involvement to you? (drcle one)
Very Important Important Not very Important Could care IHI

2. How reiponslble do you IHI towerds ...,llllng Bleck• In the Washington, O.C.

llfH

whl.. you etucly llt HollNf'd?

(circle one)

Very responslble

Somewhat responsible

A little respo~

Not responslble In the least

3. Jn whet type or commJntty oriented progt11m1 Nlve you ever F*fllclpillled? (check all that apply)

_work tn a soup kitchen _donate Clotr.et _contribute money _youth development
_other (pllU41 clncr1bl)'''- - - - - - - - -

4. Do you IMI wortc In •d ror the oommc.inftr 111 "...-vice" or "rttpOHlblltr?" (chldl one)
_Comnmlty HrvlCI _Commurtty mpoRllblty
•

I. Hcommunity OWHOh blclllW required tor grldu.Uon woukl you:
_complain about too many aedlt•
becaM lt'a a must _look forwwd to being a '""'°"'"Iva rol• 1110del lor
youth

_do•

_Jn111--.iy votuncHr roi.il'Mlt

_otMr (p'111• . . . . .,.,,._- - - - - - - - -

1. With which type ot v°'u"'"' pt09rarna would you be wtnlnf to help? (c:Mck all that apply)
_cartng for bon:llr babln _Tutoring _ VoluMe..-tnv with Big Brother/Big Sla1•t program
_Organizing weekend fleld tripe tor area youth _Donating f!Jndl to community out,.ac:h programs
_Working on HUSA Community 0Utr1ach

profsda

_A '11lno wtth pubic rtlatlont

_Olh«fpl_ _..,,,_- - - - - - Are 1CMI lniere1eed ln Community OlitrellCh7 Ir to. let m know who you - . ..

Nune:'~-------------------

~~'=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::::::
0YESI I want to worlr NOW/II

I
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----------------·----------------Beginni11g Sunday, December 1, 12:30 pm
continuously
through Friday, December 6, 8:00 pm
Saturday, December 7, 8:00 am - 8:00 pm
.
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EEi{ 2 --------------------------------Beginning Su.nday, December 8, 12::30 pm
continuously
through Frid.ay, December 13, 8:00 pm
Saturday, 14, 8:00 am - 8:00 pm
'

..
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EEK 3

----------------'

-----------------
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..'

•

continuously

)

.

.

through
Friday, December 20, 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
•

'

24-ho11r -chartered bus service provided for ,off-campus residents;
24-hour University shuttle provided to/from the Howard Plaza Towers·

GOOD LUCK ON YOUR EXAMS!

·

_

REMINDERS: Food and drink are not pe1·111itted in the
University Libraries; loud conversation or other noisy behavior
is ' prohibited; Howard University identification is. required.
.I
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Spike Lee goes "Five for Five'' in new book I B2
Album reviews on Tribe and Black Sheep I B3
"Harvest" of volunteers feed hungry /B6
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Wednesday Addam s acquaints her brother Pugsley with the game "Is There A God? '

Fortner New Yorker Cartoon and Syndicated Television Cult Classic "Addams" Makes Silver Screen Debut
By Karen Good

Hilltop Staff Writer
ones1ly, not much has char1gcd. I mean, since their early days in cartoonist Charles Addams' New Yorker strips in 'da '30s, and the golden-oldie days of television syndication, Gomez Addams stil l loves to
hear his wife, Morticia, speak French. And she still loves to darken
rooms with beautiful roses-minus the petals. Pugsley, MaMa, and Wednesday
are still weird (incidentally, Wednesday still has her look-a-like doll-still without an attached head). And Lurch ...
Well, he 's stil l just Lurch.
Bl1t despite a certain Jack of refashion from the days of old and a somewhat
slO\\' st<1rt, ''l 'he Addan1s Family'', directed by Barry Sonnenfield (probably better known as a director of photography \vith films like ''Misery'' and "Throw
Mom111a froin 1t1c Train''), rises to its 111uch IJallyhoocd occasion <IS a q11ite enjoyable, err ily nostalgic nick.
·
'J'w enty-fivc years ago, Go1ncz (R<tu l Julia) and Fester (a.k.a. ''Uncle Fester
Addams'') J1ad an argument over Sian1ese twins, Flora and Fauna Amor. This
disagreement drives Fester away from the family, leaving Gomez guilty. Now,
25 years later, Gomez is apparently sti ll feeling the guilt and plans to find Fester,
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By Vanessa Thomas

Hilltop Staff Writer
lack basketball players cannot make the shot accordi11g
to the Ninte11do Company
of America (NCA), manufactures of a video gan1e
that is alleged to be racially biased by
some Nintendo consumers.
Jn the game,"Doublc Dribble'', which
is licensed and distributed by Nintendo,
two teams consist of five players each.
Only one b-:isketball player on each tean1
is black. Whenever the the black basket ball player atien1pts \{) dlink the ball or
make a baske1, 1he player suddc11ly turns
white.
In ari interview with ·1·HE 111LLTOP,
several Howard University students,
such as Janet Whitehead, find the home
co mputer game an insult to black
Americans.
Whitehead, a sophomore majoring in
Hotel Management, urged Howard stude nts to protest and stop buying
Nintendo merchandise to tell the company black American consumers are
offended by the game and will not tolerate it. Kiesha Ferrera, a sophomore
majoring in polit ical science, agreed.
'' We shou ld al l boycott Ni11tendo,"
exclaimed an angry Fcrr/ra. ''Something
has to be done about this. It is obviously
racist."
In Germany this July a game distributed by Nintendo was found offensive by the Jewish community.
Jamal Harris, a junior majoring in
COBISS, rerriembers watching ''Prime
Time Live'' on J\BC in Ju ly of this year,
where it was reported Ninte 11do was
forced to pu ll a game off the German
market because of the racia l tension it
could cause. According to Harris, the
game ''was about how many Jews the
player could kill in one gas chamber.
In a telephone interview with ''Rick'',
a Nintendo game representative who
refused to revea l his last name, it was
said that the memory of the Nintendo

com1>uter system.is limited.
l 'he game counselor also said television sets, both old and new, sometimes
may not be able to handle the intensity of
color, in which case the black player
would appear to turn white.
"Rick 's'' information, however, was contradicted by "Steve'', another Nintendo
consumer affairs representative, who
sa id tile changing of colors from one
shade to another has nothing to do with
the television ~et. The Nintendo computer system ''has up to four banks of
niemory, which is practically unlimited
memory for these particular ga me s,"
··sieve·· said.
Kona111i Enterprises, the creator of
'· l)o11ble Dribble'', had no comment on
1t1c issue. However, Kevin Peterson,
, Konami's consum'er affairs representative and admitted frequent player of
''Doub le Dribble'', said he has noticed
players changing colors.
No representative from either
Nintendo or Konami cou ld give an
answer as to why when playing against
the computer the black player on computer's team does not beco n1e white
when handling the ball , while the black
player on the opponents team (played by
an actua l consumer) is not capable of
shooting, passing or dribbling the ball .
Harris adm itted that at first he thought
that it was a glitch in the system, but
then when played on a different
Nintendo system as well as on a new 26inch co lor T.V. and the same-thing happened. After both experiments, Harris
felt it was clear ''something was definite·
ly wrong."
When Harris became aware the game
was created and programmed in Japan,
he said he believes whether it was intentional or unintentional, the programm ing
was biased. ''It was someone who was
raised wi th prejudice who programmed
this game," he said.
When asked why the black basketball
pla yer hecg mss w hj ts

please see Dribble B6
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via periodical fan1ily seances.
Meanwhile, Gomez's tax consultant, Tully (Dan 1-ledaya) is trying to steal
moncx fro1n Gomez because Tully owes money (for whatever reasons) to a lady
named Abigal (Elizabeth Wilson). Abigaljust happens to have a son, Gordon
(Christopl1er Lloyd), that bears a striking resemblance to long-lost Fester, and
finds fron1 'flilly that the Addamses just happen to be filthy rich.
t
The threeso1ne decide to have Gordon infiltrate the Addams household so they
can take the Addamses money and everyone (except the Addamses) will be
happy.
•
But they only wish it could be that easy.
At first the plan works like a charm. Newfound ''Uncle Fester'' is immediately acceptc(l by most of the family, but Morticia (Anjelica Huston) and kids
Wednesday (Christinia Ricci) and Pugsley (Jimmy Workman) have their doubts.
''Festcr 's''. seems to have ''forgotten'' certain _seemingly ''tinforgettable'' things,
like Ilic secret password to get out of a ''Gomez head lock'', the combination tb
the fan1ily vault (i11cidcntally, it's 2-10-11: eyes, fingers and toes), and the reason he ar1ll Gomez \vere fighting in the first place. Even Gomez becomes a
''Doubting Fester'' when he notices Fester has forgotten how to free his fingers
when locke<I in an ancient ''finger trap''.
1
But the story is far, far from over.
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In its entirety, the "Addams'' cast does a great job imitating their predecessors,
as well as add a touch of '90s mentality. Huston's extraordinary pcrforn1ance
brings all the ghostly beauty of television's Morticia, and seems to give her a few.
smarts as well. Kudos to eleven-year old Ricci, whose poker face, preoccupntion
about the Bermuda Triangle, and iest for death grant her one of the most incredi·
ble performances in the film.
But Workman holds his own in the film and seems 10 work well with Ricci.
As Addams kids, these two seem to be immune to death, constantly threatening
each others lives. Case in point: Wednesday introduces Pugsley to a friendly
game of '' Is There A God''-in the family electric chair (Kinda makes ya want to
throw out the Laz-E-Boy, hunh?).
It cannot be forgotten just how spectacular the special effects were.
Supervised by Alan Munro and Chuck Comisky, visua ls had to be ''just right'',
especially for the lone hand ,'1"hing''. With seemingly unrestricted movements,
the help of real hand movements (complements of magician Christopher Hart),
and the usage of a puppet and various animation techniques, ''Thing'' indeed captured the sympathies of the audience as indicated by ''oohs and aahs'' \•:hen
''Thing" was caught in certain situations. Whether you're a fan of the television
sho\v, this is a cutesy flick to check out.
Jt 's a good thing they ra ised this one from the dead.
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Notice in the picture on the left, the man throwing the ball in under the net is aiming the ball to the black basketball P!ayer in
the middle of the screen. However, on the right, when the ball is thrown In, the black player turns white because he 1s now
handling the ball. It should be noted that when the white players handle the ball, they DO NOT turn white.

ilson scores
Two Trains Running

Play by August Wilson
Stoty by Yolonda O'Qulnn
HUltop Staff Writer

ugust Wilson, two-time Pulitzer Prize
Winner, greeted theatergqers this week
at lhe Kennedy Center premier of his
atest play "Two Trains Running''.
With cigar in hand, Wilson, a known chainsmoker, made pre-play cbil chat with fans about
· what they should expect from "Trains" and what
makes this play dilfcrcnt from his others.
"It's wilhin the boundaries of my other plays
and it deals with three central themes " Wilson
explained, trying not to reveal the essc:.CC of the
play before it was presented to the public.
The three 'central themes that Wilson focuses on
in ''Trains"' arc mo~y. death and superstition-factors Wilson feels arc prevalent In the black

00mmunitJ.

"If you pick up the black ~ la various
cities, you see ads for 'Swer
: belier and
advisor for all your prolllc J•'. Thiao lib tUI,•
WilBoll said in a recent ial ll<iett wlli "StMtthill"
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ee's ' ive' is a
By John L. Jackson Jr.
Hilltop Staff Writer

''·Five for Five: The Films of Spike
Lee''
by Spike Lee and David Lee

Price 24.95

Pages 216 .

I'm going to undertake an activity that
I, as a literary writer for THE HILLTOP;
have no business attempting. I'm going
to do something I have always desired,
but, due to the lack of a proper forum,
have never been blessed with the opportunity to perform. Forgive me for what
may be deemed a misuse of my position,
but I'm going to do it anyway.
\Vhat is it I' m going to do that I
shouldn't? How am I about to abuse my
fre edom at THE HILLTOP? What on
earth am I ta lking about? I'll tell you.
I'm going to use this week's book review

•

of Spike Lee 's ''Five for Five'' as an

excuse to voice my own opinions about
Spike's five commercial motion picture
ventures. (And I don 't care who doesn't
like that.)
1
One pheno_mena that just about every
black person has had an occasion to
experience is a discussion, however heated or mild, of one of ''Spike's Joints."
Everyone has their own criterion by
which they judge the merits or faults of
Spike's cinematic vision. As filmgoers
paying at least half a dozen dollars a
ticket, it is our right to judge his work; as
black people judging a media portrayal
of ourselves, it is our obligation.
Don't get me wrong. Lee 's newest lit-
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insightful treatise on the fast pace half
decade that has served as the launching
pad from which Lee will indubitably·
soar to higher and higher heights.
Now, al this point, I could continue by
further appraising the text, providing an
in depth analytical response to it. But I
won't do that. The book wa's a fine collection of stills equaled by an equall Y
impressive series of well written, captivating essays on each cinematic endeavor. Enough said. Now, let me start with
the true task at hand: What films did I
like and why!
''She's Gotta Have It," surprisingly to
some, is in a neck and neck battle with
''Do the Right Thing ''for the top position
as my favorite Spike Lee joint of all
time. Admittedly, I was not impressed
with ''She's Gotta Have It'' the first time
I saw it. I could see why other people
might have enjoyed the fil m, but it didn't
do anything for me initially.
After I had watched Spike's first fi lm
for the second or third time, I began to
appreciate the true beauty of the story, a
beauty that transcended
The storyline itself. It was an avantegarde, nonconventional motion picture,
Spike's most risky cinematic piece to
date, and it contained some of the finest
musica l select ions ever composed to
score a motion picture. (Between the
musica l genius of Bill Lee, who ha s
scored the majority of Lee's films, and
the amazing brilliance of Stevie
Wonder's ''Jungle Fever'' so undtrack,
Lee should have more than a few Oscars
for the music of his pictures alon e.)
''School Daze," the ambitious musical

•

set on the grounds of a fictitious black
c~llege campus, was a bit too ambitious
for my tastes. And as the closing credits
rolled, I blushed at the fact that when
t~e character Dap, played by Larry
F1sh·burne, screamed throughout the
final shot of the film for the collectivec
b.Jack ~ommunity 'o ''.wake-up'' from its
f1gurat~ve lethargy* his shouting had literally JOited .me awake for a dribbling
slumber of my own as I snored in the
dark theater house. I enjoyed seeing
black faces on film, but it was a little
too much.for me to consume in one sitting.
What can I say about ''Do The Right
Thing''? It was one of the most com·
pelling films J have ever seen in my life,
bar none. (And I don 't care what anyone
says; Lee's dead pan acting worked for
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With ''Mo ' Better Blues," Lee show-'
cased the talents of his father and another
jazz innovator, Bradford Marsa li s.
Denzel Washington was as phenomenal
as us~al, but; for me, Wesley Snipes stole
the picture. The music and the acting
were about the only aspects of '' Mo'
Better '' praised by the critics; nevertheless, I found Lee's treatment of jazz fresh
and cbntempora:ry.
.
Interracial relation ships and crack
addiction were the topics of Lee's last
motion picture, ''Jungle Fever." Snipe's
work was more impress ive in '' Mo '
Better," and the provocative portrayal of
Gator by Samuel Jackson proved to be
the:; most redeeming factor of the film.
An intense look at the effects of drugs On
the black community, ''Fever'' was a
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' bombard my ea rdrums with a '' New
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Dp we read enough? I'm not talking
about textbooks for schOol, or fl ipping
through "TV Guide'' magazine. I am
referring to intense, intellectual exercise, battling with the prose of Ralph
Ellison, analyzing the reasoning of editorial Writer William Raspberry, digesting the in-itial attempt by Molefi Kete
Asante, to forge a new discipline based
on Afrocentri'city.
The question posed at the outset of
the former paragraph is more of a
declarative statement; it is not an interrogative. We do not read enough. At
least, I don 't believe that we do, and I
already know that I don 't read as much
as I should.
There have been many afternoons
· when I would sit at my cluttered desk,
staring at my unopened copies of The
Miseducatioil of the Negro·, Egypt
Revisited, The Stranger (and the li st
goes on and on) withO!JI taki ng the initiative to pull one of those texts froin
my shelf. f I would often much prefer
bopping my head to a funky beat emanating from my Sony walkm~n. I'd

JI>
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genuine attempt by Lee to depict the horrors of drug addiction- how it can warp
a life, disman tle a friendship, and destroy
a family.
Well, what can I say to su m up my view
on Lee's first ''Five for Five''? Lee has a
boat load of talent and, as far as I'm con~
cerned, at least four ''def-defying, 360

degrees, pump-fake, slam dunks ''
movies, and his work has helped to prod
a black community into self evaluation
and reflection. As a film director, his
growth has been phenomenal, but we are
sure to see a great deal more improvement from this budding star in the years
to come .

who should be more tha11 mildly interested in what black people have been publishing of late.
My hope is that Howard students will
take the time to read some of the works I
have attempted to discuss in print during
this_past semester and form their own
opinions on them. No one need agree
with me on anything; I only urge others
to read and share the gifts of their
endeavor with alt of us. Send some of
vour own reviews to me at THE HILLTOP, and give me the opportunity to disseminate some different viewpoints on
bl~ck literary art. (I ar11 not pretentious
enough to think that I am the only student on Howard's campus that can write
reviews. I don't even pretend that I can
necessarily write the best reviews of any
student at Howard. All I say is that I
have given the Howard community a
chance to witness some of my personal
views on contemporary works. I wish
others would take the time to share their
insights as well.)
But to write these reviews means we
ave to read these books. There have
en several occasions this semester
en I have been the undeserving recipient of praise for being able to write one

or two reviews a week. '' How do you get
a chance K> read all those books when we
have so much schoo l work to contend
with?''
Th_e truth is that school can be a genuine inhibitor when it comes to reading
books for growth. I would never deny
that, but I am sure that a little time management can allow some time for even
the most studious Microbiology major to
satisfy a craving for Toni Morrison or
Charles Johnson. Furthermore, I would
never make the claim that I am an ''avid''
reader. I read a little, but-there is so
much more time that l could devote to
reading during my everyday routine that
I get so frustrated at my inability io go
''the extra mile'' in my readings-in this
case ''the extra chapter."
So, as the first semester draws to a
close, 1 am aware of at least one of my
New Years resolutions: In 1991 I will
read a halve lot more than I did in 1991.
Moreover, I will encourage other stu·
dents to increase their reading exploits as
well. We need to read folks. Read .
Read. Read. Because unlike the "New
Jack Swing," the newest dance craze, or
the trendiest fashions, reading never
goes out of style.

oouto

Walk:man.
Brrriinnnnnng! of the already on
Jack Swing'' melody before I wou ld
Don't get me wrong. I am not saying snooze alarm clock that is ringing at
bathe my eyes in the beautiful colors of anyt hin g is wrong with' li steni ng to 10:30 a.m. when our first class began at
weld written li terature, beautiful music. I, for one, could never give up 9:00 a.m.
I
ora nges and reds and greens leaping listeni ng to Walt Baby Love's weekly
I hope I'm not sounding too preachy,
from the b'la,ck and white pages.
co untdown . There is noth in g wrong but if I had a pulpit I'd make an appeal
Sometimes I feel so guilty about it, with enjoying our people's rich musical for all How ard student s to .go to the
too. I rip the headphones from my head abilities. My concern is that we, as stacks in Founder 's Library to read ,
and force myself to stag a book from black people, black st ud ents in particu- read, read. (Myself included.) It doesn't
the shelf. Next, I thumb through the lar, have to be careful that we don 't have to be the case that everything we ;
book fo r a few listless m'offilnts, read place a disproportional amount of our read be a philosophical treatment of the
the first paragraph of the introduction, time into recreational activit ies and, ontologica l, impetus for the irrevocable
pu ll my thumb across the ends of the therefore, cause oUr true goals to suffer: belligerence inherently contained in the
book's pages, fanning my face With the , My argument, and it's an argument corporeal verbiage of the modern black
wind produced by the pages fluttering that 1 pose to myself as much as to any- female/black male relationship. We
quickly past my thumb nail , and, final- bne else, is that we should ALL be don't even have to know what that last
ly, place the book on the top of my nap ''bookworms.'' The present state of the sentence meant. (If it even had a meansack (telling my self that I' ll read it world demands it. Anything less would ing.) All that readiri.g presupposes is an
after I listen to one more Teddy Riley be a foolish jeopardizing 'of our future interest in the world around us and the
verse).
for ephemeral pleasures. We need to , betterment of ourselves. To read is to
The rationalization se~ves to lessen stop gazing our eyes on the the trivial grow; and the maturity of a yo ung
my feeling of shame, bqt deep down I everyday, short· term benefits derived scholar is mirrored by her or his list of
,know that that ·''one more verse'' of from activities such as: nature walks literary accomplishments as a reader.
Teddy Riley will ease into two verses, on the yard taken during the time allotFor this entire semester I have been
continue past Guy's entire album, and ted for us to be in class; hanging out in attempting to put together a fairly inter·
end with me waking Up the next morn- the '' Punchout'' w11iting for a '' homie'' esting series of literary writings. My
ing with broken headphones by my pil- to bring their Invisible Man paper from wish, however unachievable, is to open
low and the faiqt sound of '' Why You last semester for us to update and h<ind up the flood gates of discussion about
Wanna Dog Me Out'' oozing from the in with a new name attached to it; black literature-·the discussion being
deadened batteries of my overworked rolling over in bed to turn off the mediated by budding black scholars (us)
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acintosh Comput~rs
for Howard University!
SAVE$$$$ Extra (Jn Macintosh/Printer Bundks!
The Apple• Macintosh• LC is the most affordable color Macintosh
computer for every project ·· perfect for students, faculty. and staff. It
has a sleek, modular design, yet delivers solid performance -- and with
. sound capabilities! And, because it's a Macintosh, it's easy to learn and
to use! For more infonnation, cal! 'or visilt

Howard University Book Store
Myrtle Crabbe, 202-806-6658

2401 4th St.., NW
Monday through Friday
Or See Hazel Daniel, Student_Rep, at the Book Store
Monday and Wednesday, 11:30-1:30

The fact is, without work experience behind you. you" II
have a lot of work ahead of you finding a job after college.
That's why the National Security Agency 's Cooperative
Education Program exisl1. It gives students real-1vorld work
experience now, so they "re prepared for what comes later
We"re currently recruitingfresbman and sophomores
majoring ig; computer science., computer engtnee.nng and
electrical ehgineering for Co-op toutS begtnntng 1n Fall
1992 and January 1993. For more information and to
sign up for an interview,. contact Marilyn Nolley or the
Co-op Office, (202) 806-6643
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Call 806-6868

The NSA Co-op Program
Info Session: Thursday, November 21st
\
School of Engineering, Room 2019
Interviews: Friday, November 22nd
Contact the Co-op Office for the
time and place.
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By John L. Jackson Jr.

Hilltop Staff Writer

erary joint, ''Five for Five," a photographic chronicling of Lee 's growth as a
filmmak.er, will undoubtedly receive
some comment in this week's review;
how'ever, to be honest, what I really want
to do is add my ''two cents'' to the sea of
literature on Spike's flourishing cinem'atic career. And I know I have no business
using a review of a book on Lee 's films
as an excuse to express my own views on
them, but I'm the writer here; so, be
quiet and just accept it.
When Amiri Baraka blasted Lee's filmmaking abilities earlier this year, I was in
shock. Lee had been off limits as far as
criticism from the black community was
concerned, and I had never before witnessed such an aggressive and confrontational attack on him and his cinematic
expertise by another noted member of
the of the black community.
lponestly, Baraka 's verbal attack on Lee
w4s, to me, both shocking and refreshing-shocking because it left, in my
mouth, the bad aftertaste akin to a 1991
example of ''divide 11nd conquer'' the
black community, a nonphysical manifestation of black on black crime;
refreshing because it spoke to the ca.ct
that maybe black people can still criti·
c;ize .other black's without being labeled
a ''sell-out," ''Uncle Tom," etc.
In any case, Lee, with the photographic
help of his brother David, has released a
glossy pictorial of hi s feature film
esca pades . Containing essay's by
Melvin Van Peebles, Terry McMillan,
Toni Cade Bambara, Nelson George,
Charles Johnson, and Skip Gates, ''Five
for Five'' is a ten-adding up to an
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Compulerland Mid-Allanlic is the Apple Authori~ed Education Sales Consultant under
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By Erik Malson
Hilltop Music Reviewer

A Tribe Called Quest
The Low End Theory
Jive/RCA '

****
What can be said about the Tribe's

new album that has not already been
said? The Low End Theory has been
compared to their ground-breaking
debut album, People 's In sti nctiv e
Travels and the Paths of Rl1ythm ,

some stati ng that People's is still
untouchable, while others insist that

Theory is the baddest hip-hop album
of all time. This writer n1ust say that
if Theory is not tl1e best of all time, I
don't know what 1s. From
''Excursions'' to ''Scenario'', the joint

slamms*! The beats arc heavily jazzinfluenced and this seems quite original when in comparison to the ''I must
use James Brown at least six times in
every album'' syndrome that most

hip-hop 'music has limited itself to.
The trio consists of Phife-Oawg,
Ali , and Q-Tip (a.k.a. "The
Abstract"). And collectively, their
rhyming ability is just that: abstract.
The guesrS are aplenty, includin g
Grand Puba Maxwell (from the
reportedly defunct Brand NubiansI'll try for more on this one ...) and
Dinco, Charley B. and Busta Rhymes
(\vho l1as the most unique delivery
that I l1ave heard in quite a while) of
Leaders of the New School. The
guests pCrform on two of my five
(count 'em - F-1-V-E) favorite cuts:
''S how Business'' and ''Scenario'',
respectively.
I shall now introduce my Walkman

Awards. The WMAs are those jams
that you simply must walk around
with and blast in your eardrums
(After all, if you are going to make
yourself deaf, do it with only the
hardest, funkiest, slamminest music).
And from the sounds of things, th~
nominees from Theory
are
''Excu rsions '' ''S how Business''
' the Rhime" and'
"Jazz" "Check
' o''. But don't sleep••'
''Sce nari
madd props••• go out to the Tribe
because the album flows smoothly
from cut to cut. I'd love to see some011e top this. On our one to four scale
("Booty" being the worst, followed
by ''Alright'', ''Pretty Slammin'', and
''Mad Props''), we have MAD
PROPS, G.

The Black Sheee
A Wolf In Sheep s Clothing
Mercury/Polygram

*** 1/2

I

I

I
• For those of you who do not c~mpletely understand street dialect,
"the joint slamms'' means that the
album is exhilaratiii:g and
that it is truly a fine piece of work.

•• O.K. Here's another term to increase
your street di11lect word
power. ''Don't sleep'' simply means
do not underestimate
anyone or anything.

-

-

••• "Mad props" means that one should
give the album the proper
respect it
deserves.

igh. Just when you thought you heard it all, here
comes yet anotl1er group outta the Native
Tongues family. For those of you \vho have been
in a coma for the past few years,,this family consists of
rappers De La Soul, Queen Latifah, The Jungle
Brothers, A Tribe Called Quest, and their newest
grouii--The Black Sheep.
Assuming you don't have this album- BUY IT. On
CD. All of the ''Tongue's'' have the slammin' beats
a11d the ''abstract'' rhyn1es, and the Sheep are no differen t, wh ile still steppin' to the mic with some ''Flavor''
ut their own.
'fhe Black Sheep, consisting of rappers Ores and
Mr. Lawnge, have everything on this album, from
S.O .S. Band samples ("Take Your Time" and
''Strobelite Honey'') to the track my housemates love
the 111ost, ''U mean I'm Not'', in which Ores comes off
witl1 some West Coast braggadocious flavor and then
cla11ns ll1at he had a dream tl1at he was:.. "l1 ard''. ''The
Flavor of l 'he Month '', which is their first single,
"Si n1ilak Child", "To Whom It May Concern" and
'· f locs We Knows'' arc all raw, as \Veil as the WM A's
rr11 this album.
I ll put this one in the middl_!:: of '' Madd Props'' a11d
·'Prett y Sla1nmin '''.

S

.

~

••• • ''Mad Props" (highest rating)

••• "Pretty Slammin'"

.

• • "Alright..

• "Booly" (lowest rating)
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- Project celebrates 'Harvest,'
feeds District's hungry
By Shamarra Turner

Hilltop Staff Writer
As fortunate Howa rd stl1dcnls fill
•

their belli!?S with turkey; dressing and
other Thanksgiving commo11s, many

area families depend on the assistance
of good neighbors, like the volunteers

of the Project Harvest program, to lend
a helping hand during the holiday sea-

son.

·

Project Harvest, founded in 1966 by

Lillian ''Ma'' Greene who serves as the
prtlgram's director, is an annua l, nonprofit, tax-exempt food drive that feeds
as n1any people as possible during
·1·hanksgiving . And once again, local
Ho\vard University radio statio11
\Vl~UR

(93.9 FM) is tean1ir1g llp with

Project Harvest to create the 15th
A11nual \VHUR Project Harvest Food/\-·1'1100 broadcast.
111 1990, the annua l WllUR FoodA-1"11on raised more than $20,000. Two
Safc,vay tractor-trailers were filled with
co111111unity food do11ations ;111d mai l-in

contributions and othe r fundraising l~arve s t through churches, the police
activities accounted for a tota l of more department and other social services.
than $40,000 in donations.
''People receive food baskets that are
During the live broadcast, which custom-packed due to how many people
will air on Nov. 28 from 6 a.n1. to 6 are in the family," Christian explained.
p.m. at the Old Post Office on 12th and
Greene could not be reached for
Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. Food or comment.
cas h donations may be dropped off
Non-perishable food items for
between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. Those who Project Harvest are accepted at any
want to help can also contribute premi- Metropolitan police or fire station frOm
um items for on-air giveaways, such as Nov. 1 through Nov. 22 and 27.
tickets and gift certificates, as well as
Although most of the activities, such
volunteer time to sort and package as the broadcast, occur at the Old Post
food.
Office, distribution of the food baskets
Bill Christian, a WHUR employee are administered based on a nefd critewho has been affi liated with the Prcijcct ria, a screening process and an agency
Harvest Food-A-Thon for 15 years, or social worker referral. The baskets
said that the radio's mobile studio \•:ill ' will be delivered by a Metropolilan
also be at the Old Post Office cll1ri11g police officer, fir efig hter or Project
the telethon announcing totals.
~l<1rvest staff volunteer.
'' \Ve will have normal music and
Co-sponsors of tl1e project include
co mmercial s and occasionally cut : Safeway stores, PEPCO, \VHUR,
away during the hour to talk to people WUSA (Channe l 9), the Pavilion at the
who have made donations," he said.
Olcl Po st Office, Citizens Bank of
Ci1ristian e-xplaincd that the project Washington, Premium Di str ibutors,
serves families<and individuals in D.C. Anthony Bowen Branch YMCA,
who have made contact with Project \V~I MM (Channe l 32), and the WIZ

•

ARTIST

LABEL

1. Kiss Me Back

Digital Underground

Tommy Boy

2. JustTheTwoOfUs

Chubb Rock

Select

3. Stay .•
'
4. Pretty Brown Eyes
S. The Creator
6. Ring The Alarm

Jodeci

Uptown/MCA

Mini Condition

Perspective

F.U. Schnickens

Jive

7. Please Don't Go
8. Check The Rhlme

BoyzIIMen
A Tribe CaUed Quest

Motown
Jive

9. Hip Hop Junkies

Nice & Smooth

Def Jam

10. How.. Just Kill A Man

Cypress HID

Ruflhouse

11. Finally

A&M

12. Can't Truss.It

C.C. Penniston
Public Enemy

13. Jn•atlable

Prillce .•

14. Set... On Memory Bliss

P.M.Dawn

GeeStteet

15. Feels Uke Another One

MCA

16. My Minds Playin' ...

Pa'1 LaBelle
Gemmoys

17. I'D 'Illke You There

BeBe &Ceee Winans

Capitol

18. Forever My Lady

Jodecl

Uptown/MCA

LarryLar

Raflllo9R

UMC's

Wild Pitch

.SONG

'

19. Confused
20. Blue Cheese

Pete Rock & C.L. Smooth . Elektra

•

..

Rap-O·Lot

•
•

•

•

1

CJ (a :. tnin11

Koclak Con111a.ny, 1991

Time after time, independent surveys of high volume copier customers give
top ratings to Kodak copiers. Real customers are telling us that we're·#1 in
.
customer satisfaction, and in reliability, service and copy ·
' ,,_ •
quality. Come see why.. ~see a Kodak copier demonstration.
·Call your local District Sales Office. f.sk for details on the NAQP
''We're so much more than quick'' Cold Advertising Program .
•

•

•
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1 bring you greetings from the Graduate , Association (HUSA) and the Undergraduate
Student Assembly (GSA). The last time I wrote Student Association (UGSA) for this semester is
you, Homecoming was at hand. First, let me con- the Kwanzaa Festival. HUSA is coordinating the
. gratulate those of you who used the opportunity program, and it is expected to be a very ,.$Ood
to make new friends and meet with the Howard one, The festival will feature different speakers,
Alumni. Also, GSA wishes to thank the dancers and drummers. This is a week-long event
Homecoming Committee for establishing such that will involve both arts and poetry. One of the
,wonderful programs throughout the entire week. speakers is our own president, Dr. Franklyn G.
The festivities have come and gone and the Jenifer. Those of us who were here in 1989 when
real wor\ approaches. For most of us, this is a ·Dr. Maulana Karenga spoke on Kwanzaa and
very busy period. Deadlines for papers and lab Afrocentricity during the distinguished lecture
books are quite at hand. For those students who series of the Graduate Student Council indicated
write exams and turn in projects, time has their approval for such programs. If you missed
it, this is an opportunity for you to come and hear
become your number one enemy. Take heart others before you went through it successfully. I the message. If you saw him before, the message
have high hopes that a zeal and quest for knowl- is more powerful now, so be there.
Also since 'our last ''meeting'', I stressed the
edge will provide you with the extra energy to
sail through this potentially intense crunch peri- good work HUSA is doing in the Community
Outr.each Program and encouraged you to
od.
Thank God for the Thanksgiving holiday. If become a volunteer for these programs. Talib
you arc like me, this is a time tO adjust plans for Kari, the HUSA Community Outreach director,
the remaining part of the semester as you now is coordinating this event. Volunteers can contact
have a better picture of not only where things are him at (202) 806-7007/6918. This program will
feature leading African American sc holar s.
going, but what can be done when you return,
One of the programs that we are co-hosting ,Come and li sten to them offer their views on
with both the Howard University Student Afro-ce11tricity and what they expect the Afro-

centric paradigms to accomplish in our struggle.
The GSA needs volunteers to work on the upcoming 6th National Conference of the
Association of Graduate/Professional Students,
scheduled for March 12 through 15, 1992. The
conference theme is ''Infinite Possibilities:
Advocacy and Empowerment.'' The deadlil_!.,e for
submission of abstracts~long with papers is Dec.
2. Research papers in the area of effects of taxation on tuition remissions is highly encoura,ied.
One of the sess ions that GSA is hosting is
''Grad uate Education in America from a Minority
Student Perspective." Also, we are planning to
have a gala night on Saturday March 14 of next
year. This will provide you the opportunity to
mix , mingle and network with students around
the country.
The GSA has decided that in order to let students from various schools share and benefit
from programs offered throughout Howard
University, the sponsoring school of such a program should notify the public relations chairperson of the GSA so that other schools and students
can benefit from such programs. The GSA
believes that this step will help bring students
fro111 different schools and colleges togethe1 on

issues and programs that arc of common interest.
Duri,ng the last tWo years, the GSA, in ·conjunction with Dean Willian1 Sadler of the
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, estab- lished a Mentor Of The Year award program.
This award is designed to honor those faculty
members who have excelled in mentoring students . From my own perspective, .all faculty
members involved in guiding us through this
learning and training process are all mentors of
the year. The importance of such a program to
the University can not be over-emphasized. The
positive changes such a program brings to the
University is not measurable and I can safely
make the conjecture that through such programs,
students, faculty and administrators alike are better.able to work together and Howard University
becomes the winner. The GSA will work closely with any school or college whose student
council is interested in establishing such a program in their school or college.
Have a safe Thanksgiving.
Peace and Jove,
Dennis 0. Anyamele
GSA Coordinator

I
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Dennis 0, Anyamele
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APPAREL
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''Specialists In Athletic Footwear And Sportswear For Men, Wornen And Kids "
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Save
Big
BY
LOFTEN MITCHELL

DIRECTED

Macintosh Cla&tic"Sys/etn.

BY

Now's the right time to buy an Apple"
' Macintosh• co1nputer sy,;ten1. Because right now
you can save big on Apple's n1os1 popular co1nputers and qualifying printers. And ~lacintosh is
the right computer to help you achieve your best,
throughout college and beyond .

'

T.G. CCC?ET'i
LIGHT I NG/SOUND DES I GNER

COSTUME DESIGNER

GEORGE H. EPTING

PETER ,ZRKUTRNSKV

•

NOVEMBER23
'
IRA ALDR IDGE THEATRE
6TH AND FAIRMONT STREETS, N.W.
soxorr1cE 12021606-7199

TICKETS$ I 0 00 (GENERAL ADMISSION)
$ I 5 00 (PREFERRED. SEAT I NG,L IM I TED l
ADDITIONAL ILJ F OR~·~TION 12021806-70SO
''

'

MR D/IVIS 1202) 328-3697

ftfa<1nlosh LC S;>letn.

1

ftfadntosh llsi SJ~tem.
'

What's more, you may even qualify for the
new Apple Computer Loan, llhich n1akes buying a
Macintosh now even easier..
So come in right now and check out the big
savings on Macintosh. But hurry- these special
savings last only through January 5, 1992.

For more information visit
Hazel Daniel, Mon and Wed 11:30-1:30
at the University Bookstore
or contact Myrtle Crabbe at 806-6656 01·
Fran Poling at ComputerLand 301/599-9555
'°

O 1'11 ...... c.np.l!el', 10< !f'lllr, lhtl(lpie loJ<>and)j.wj- f t "Ji<ltMl ln<lnnarbol ~ ~. !..: Oalc • ..................... llmmd

lfliltc.on.-.Inc
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By Dara Jackson

TOP! ], Emergin'C and I ctecided to collaborate.''
Chandler's story begins differently, but ends the same.

Hilltop Staff Writer
rossover is dead.Crossover is dead, and L. R.0.C.K.
(Lee's Rhymes Oriented Concepts of Knowledge) a11d
CAl.SONTOP! intend lo make sure old school hiphop once again rules-on the charts, the streets and in .
'!-'" the clubs.
L. R.0.C.K., a.k.a Tracey Lee, is a fourth year student in the
School of Communications by day and a serious slayer of rhymes
by night. Lee and his partner in rhyme CALSONTOP!, a.k.a
Calsar Chandler (also a senior), are really trying to ''Tearshitup."
Television and Radio Production majors, L. R.O.C.K. and CALSONTOP!, both 21-years-old, and their DJ, Emergin 'C, age 20 represent the Howard University constituency of the Black Hoodz.
The Black Hoodz is one of many new rap syndicates in what seems
to be an infectious new hip-hop trend . According to CALSONTOP!, ''it 's easier for distributors to look at you if you have more
than one act."
.
Ent er the Black Hoodz- an alliance of rapper s from
Philadelphia and Southern New Jersey who have joined forces to
make it in the ''bizness''. ''Kind of like the Lench Mob," said CALSONTOP'
Lee and Chandler both started rapping in middle school. Lee,
then Jiving in Philly, said he began back in the days of five MCs per
group. The numbers dwindled unti l Lee was performing solo in
high school talent shows-and winning.
''When I came to Howard in 1988," Lee said, ''I didn 't really
think about it too much. Sophomore year him [points to CALSON- Rapper L. A.O.C.K. , a.k.a. Tracey Lee, is determined to take rap back to the "old school".

'' Me and a friend put something on tape in the ni nth grade,
said Chandler. ''When I got here and hooked up with my DJ, we'd
go to talent shows and say 'we can get in here and do that'."
And they have.
The two contend that they 'are commilted to being solo acts, bu
since performi ng together at Howqrd variety shows. and the Hip-Hop conference last year, they have decided to pursue their solo
ca reers ensemble. Said CALSONTOP!, '' it's like two separate
groups, but one at the same time." '' It's two different groups-but
in the same fa mily," adds L. R.O.C.K.
L. R.0.C. K. has a triple cassette out on Funky Hit Records
Washington-based independent label founded by Howard stu·denl
Kwame Anthony. Picture a softer Eric B and Rakim and you 'll
have the essence of L. R.0.C.K. and CALSONTOP! And although
there's no MC Hammer here, you also know these arc not the kind
of guys you'd have to fear late at night on a dark street.
On ''Let Me Hear Ya Say Yeah'' anc1 ''Outstanding'', L. R.O.C.K
can hold his own with the best of 'em . 'Hard as metal and I'm
smoot h like a cello,' brags L. R.O.C.K. with a smooth, fast delivery, mostly about his emcee ing abilities. On ''Tearshitup" CALSONTOP! and the rest of the Black Hoodz join L. R.O.C.K. for a
jam about the stre ngth of Philly, New Jersey, the Olde Gold and
more about emceeing abilities.
''No crossover. Strictly hard-core hip-hop," said L. R.O.C.K
with minimal sampli ng.
Let me hear ya say yeah, ..
;

•

..

,

On other campuses Nintendo's ''Dribble'' accused of foul play
According to psychiatrist and nuerolo· sa me time wh en player A is playing
gist Dr. James D. Nelson, the game sends against the computer and not against
when lwo people play against each other, a message to both black and white chil- another player, the computer can score as
Peterso n said, ''That 's programming. dren of black inferiority and wh ite supe- a black player," Nelson said.
You'll have to go to Japan to find that riority.
'-Banks said the message in ''Doub le
ou t."
'' It is my opinion in over 35 years of Dribble'' ''is a message to the effect that
''Double l)ribble'' is sendi ng a exper ience as a psychiatrist, that this regard less that black people do well, as
destruct ive nicss<1ge to A1neric<1n society, ga me either intentionally or unintention- evidence when you play against the comand especially to the black community," ally, has a negative effect on the develop- puter, and regardless of the fact that you
s<iid Dr. Curtis L. Banks, a psychiatrist ing self-images of the thousands of black want to do well as a black person, when
who teacl1cs at I Iowa rd University.
children who play it," said Nelson.
you attempt to perform as a black indi- '
''The n1essage young black children
Nelson said he was negative ly . vidua l you will not be able to do well.
may perceive from the ga111cJ is that in1pressed with '' Double Dribb le''
'' Unless you conform to certain
unl ess you co nform to cert ai11 require- because the black player can not score or requirements, such as becoming white or
ments, such as becon1ing wh ite or being catch a pass on either team A or team B.
like white," he said.
,
like white, as a black i11dividual yo11 will
'' tlowever," he continued, ''a t the
Dr. tlakim Rashid, Chairman of the
not be able to do well," Banks sa id.
Dribble, from Bl

Wisconsin Students Get Hate Speech Rule Overturned
MADISON, WI (NSNS) - Students at the University o
Wisconsin won a federal lawsuit on Oct. 11 to overturn a
hate speech rule that was instituted in 1989 after complaints of incidents of sexism and racism on campus.
U.S. District Court Judge Ro~ert Warren in Milwaukee
said the rule was unconstitutionally vague.
Fraternity Supports Ban of Grain Alcohol
FAIRFIELD, VA (NSNS) Maurice Littlefield, spokesperson for the national fraternity Sigma Nu, announced support for a proposed ban of 190 proof liquor in Virginia on
Oct. 25.
The grain alcohol has twice,the alcohol content of other
forms of hard liquor and cannot be detected in punch.
"1 " '

-.

Overcrowded Classrooms Lead to More Cheating
at UC Davis
'
.

.

by Jennifer Safrey
National Student News Service

NEWTON , MA (NSNS) In urdcr to
bring th e issue 11f l\ t·c111ire(I l11111111nc
l)cficicncy S)•nt.110111e (1\ll>"i) 111tt1 !lie
open 011 their J e~u it c;1111 1J11 s, 20 stu dents at Boston Col lege formccl a group
to Cllucatc thrir classr11<1tcs about sa fe

·rhe

<. 1•111mi1t ce
cond ti cts t\VO ·· tli1r111 rap~ .. a v.•c ek.
which include discussiuns 011 l1on1ophobia, AIDS prevention, testi11g and co11/\ IO S

/\\\' ;tt\

11 c~o:..

National Student News Service
'

MEDFORD, MA (NSNS) Gay studen ts at Tufts
University held a speak-out Nov. 4 to protest the administration's failure to establish a full-time liasion to the gay,
lesbian and bisexual community. The liaison was recommend by an official task force.
The speak-out also called for more action against antigay harassment on campus.
Charges Filed Against Man for Selling Criminology
Term Papers
\

'

TAMPA, FL (NSNS) Charges were filed oh .Oct. 27
against A. Engler Anderson for allegedly writing two term
papers in criminology for students at the University o
South 'Florida.
·
If Anderson is found guilty, the state prosecutor recomc
mends that he donate $500 to the criminology department.
One of the two students who bought his paper from
Anderson
was expelled. The other was dismissed from his
•
ma1or.
Indian Students Trapped in Gun Battle
DHAKA, India (NSNS) The Dhaka University campus
into a baUleground Oct Z7 w]len two students were
illed and 15.injured during an ·exchange of gunfire
cen two political groups.
·
Ric!lpolice cordoned off" the campus and many enter the
ea Iii pry out gunmen and rescue trapped students and

llom use. The con1n1ittce also has di stribut ed fact she ets across campus
detailing the story of a graduate from
Bosto n Co llege who has been diagr1oscd with AIDS In addition, the group
ha s hosted people with the di sease to
·speak to stud ents on can1pus.
'' It is more empowering for a student
to begin lliscl1ssio11 (about AIDS) rather
1l1an an a(lr11ini st rator," said Heat her
~l artirr. fou111ler of the /\ llJS Awareness
Coa litio11..
Mart in sa id she want s to firmly
esta blish her group before pressing for

the right to di stribute condoms to stu dents . Boston Col lege does not distribute birth control on campus.
Dr. Arno ld F. Mazur, director of
Hea lth Services for Bos to11 College,
said there is no confl ict betwee n school
policy and Martin 's group. "J'm really
pleased that a st ud ent ini tiated thi s,"
Mazur sai d.
'' Officially, as an i11stitu1ion , we try
to foll ow 1he tedchi ngs of th e
Ch urch ... but in<livid11als will mak e up
th ei r own mind ," he said adding that
birlh control will be a personal deci-

s1on.
Martin began researching AIDS and
ways to educate students after a close r
relative died of complications resulting
from AIDS in April of 1990.
f\ lt huugh the AIDS Awa 1e11ess
Coalition has not run into opposition
from administrators, Ma rtin said her
gru11p is sensitive to the college's reli giol}S aff ili at ion. '' I know tha t Bl
doesn 't )ike a lot of publicit'y ,'' ~1 <11tin
said . "I make it a point to talk abou1
how· AIDS is ha rd to ta lk about at
Boston College."

Editors Le'a ve Ohio Paper Over Censorship Policy
By Bridget Bruen

Gay Students Accuse Tufts of Inaction

'

Students at Jesuit College Educate
Classmates
on
AIDS
.

s;ex.

DAVIS, CA (NSNS) The increase of students and the lack
of classroom space has made it easier to cheat at the
University of California at Davis, according to the Student
Judicial Affairs Committee.
The committee said there has been a 40 percent rise in
reported cases of academic misconduct over the last five
years!.
·

Human Development Department aJid
teacher of the course, '' Black Child
Development in Today 's World'', said
that although most media images that
African-Am erican children r.eceive are
negative images, he fee ls the game would
not be likely to lower the self-esteem of
black chi ldren.
''What it could do," Banks explained,
''is shape their perception of the opportu nities that are going to be provided by the
system for perfonnance and performance
technology," Banks said.
''Why shou ld a naked expression of
racist oppression in any ·form be tolerated?'' asked Banks.

COLUMBUS , OH (NSN S) In
response to a new policy requiring that
all new s articles be reviewed by the
administration before bein g printed,
three editors of Ohio State U11iversity's
(OSU) paper, the Lantern, resigned Oct.
27. Seven others were fired by th e
adminis.tration for refusing to 'vork.
The new prior review to policy, created by OSU 's Publications Committee,
states that the expert opinion of an ou tside lawyer wil l be sought if there is a
disagreement between the studc11t editor
<111d faculty advisor as to whether a story

is libelous or invades privacy. Under an
old po!icy, Lantern facu lty advisors were
permitted to hold or delay publication of
a story. That policy had never been
invoked by an advisor since its inception
inl981.
''I think it's. an unconstitutional policy," said Holly Goodman, former managing editor of the Lantern. Goodman
be lieve s th at former Editor-In-Chief
Debra Baker wa s hired to read fo r
in sta nces of lib el and was extremely
capable of do ing her job.
Kevin Stoner; assistant professor of
journalism for OSU, bel ieves the new
policy actual ly restricts the power of the
advisor in contrast to the old policy.

''Given the reali1ies with university as
the publisher of the Lantern as a laboratory teaching tool, this proposal was the
best possible compromise," Stoner said.
In regard to the for mer editors of the
Lantern Stoner said, ''I respect anyone
who takes a highly principled stand."
In response to the editors' actions at
OSU, the student editors at \Vright State
Unive rsity in Day ton, Ohio donated a
page of their paper to the editors, of the
Lantern. Kevin Kearney, editor of the
Wright State Guard ian, al lowed the editors of the Lantern to print editoria ls
about thei r predican1ent underneath a
copy of the First Amendment.
The Student Pre ss Law Center, a

nationa l organization that works with
college newspapers on censorship issues,
believes the university has now.actuall y
made itself more vulnerable _by demanding to review articles.
.
''Courts have decided that administrations cannot legal ly inteJfere with the
content of student newspaper," Mark
Goodman said. ''The pretext that (the
administration ) interfe red in order to
protect themselves from liabi lity just
doesn 't stand up."
According to the Guardian's Kearney,
some of the former editors of the Lantern
are plan ning to form a coa lition in
response to the censorship.of Ohio college newspapers.
·

•
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Nursing students
aid homeless while
• •
•
ga1n1ng experience
•
ereon
· beyon w
vide," Powell said.
I.Al-. ......
St nWritare
~·we are traicia& bcel111 plf JI
While volunteering at the 5th be heath care e:xtUd Uh
AllllUI .Health Fair for the homeless, gnduatomusilla
ill Ille College of Nursing dis- lied homeless women . .
covered healtb care entails much more curriculum for them. Tiley me
than administering medication and tak- of the staff and hopefully we wi be
ing temperatures.
better able to help them to help them·
"There are·a lot of nurses in my selves~'she added.
''I believe that there are now more
family, but since the fair, I've truly
decided that this (nursing) is exactly home less people due to the s.latus o
what I want to do,'' said Tara the country 's economic welfare," she
Sanguinette, a junior majoring in nurs- said.
ing. "Of everything, I've ever done
''I'm not quite sure why the fair is
(concerning health care), I enjoyed the getting bigger each year. Jt may be a lot
fair the most ... I have a feeling that of factors-concern for the the flu epiI've really contributed."
demic which is predicted for this year,
The health fair, which was held AIDS awareness. Whatever it took, the
Nov. 9 at the Federal City Shelter on people came," Powell said.
2nd and D Streets, attfacted about
According to Powell, the College o
1,500 of the city's homeless, officials Nursing also operates a 32-bed infirsaid.
mary for the homeless inside the
The event wa s co-sponsored by Federal City Shelter. This was made
Howard Univers ity's College of possible· through a three year grant
Nursing and the Commissio n for from the Kellogg Company worth $1.4
Creative Non-Violence.
million.
The shelter is a 1,400 bed unit operSanguinette said many of the
Districi's interest groups helped in pro- ated by the Community for Creative
viding immunization, women's health Non· Violence, and staffed by Howard
information, hot soup and other health University Nursing School students
among others.
services.
"These peopl e are not bums, they
In the basement of the shelter is an
are victims of circum stance s and infirmary, an outpatient clinic and a
everyone has their own story to tell," post detoxification unit for alcoholics
a11d drug addicts.
she said .
"'While at the fair J met a homeless
The entire facility is staffed by
man named Robert who was about 34 physicians and physicians' assistants in
years-old, and had about seven chil- addition to about 30 nursing students
dren, none of whon1 he keeps in con- who serve their clinical rotations there
tact with because two years ago, he each semester.
The sheller was designed by David
was addic1ed to t rac k. Basically he
wanted to say tha11ks for just talking to C. Nelson, a vo lunteer at the shelter
him. It 's good to kn ow that I might anckBernadine M. Lacey, an instructor
have put a littl e sun shine in to his in Howard's College of Nursing.
In 1987, the shelter was designated
life."Sanguinetle said.
Dr. Dorothy L. Powe ll, Dean of the as a training site for Howard nursing
College of Nursing, said the fair is a stud ents by an agreement between
community effort to ''address health Howard's College of Nursing and the
promotion and ca re accessib ilit y Medical Services for the Homeless.
among the homeless.''
Officials said that hopefully the
"'One of the ways we are going to school will be able to further the fight
attack undeserved populations is by for a cumulative solution to health care
looking at indigenous groups who are for the homeless.

•

•
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By Tamara Holmes
Hilltop Staff Writer

• Although blacks are :not running in
gro-ves to plastic surgeons, official s
said, they represent a good portion of
the nation's cosmetic surgery clients.
According to Liz Dicks, patients'
relations coordinator for Ronald S.
Perlman, M.D., a plastic surgeoii. at
4910 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., blacks
refr~se~ t cl~se to 50 percent of the
practice s pat ients.
'' More than 40 percent of our patients
are black. We sec n1 ore won1e n than
men, and most of our bl ack patie11ts arc
in their 1hirties," Dicks sa id.

''We get quite a few blacks under the
age of· 25,"
Dicks said. ''But when they
'
come 1n, we ca n pretty much guess
what th~y are coming in here for. Most
young blacks coine in for nose jobs or
breast reductions.'' .
Experts said the increase in
blacks seeking alterations does
not imply a need to be '' more
white," but they simply are nol
sat isfied with themselves.

satis action

.

''Since about 1987
the amount of blacks
seeking plastic
surgery has probably increased by
25%-40%, '' -

"A lot of people think when

ot hers say they "are un sati sfied wit h themse lves they
want to conform lo the larger
minority--be more whi te, bul
people stress to me that it is
im1:v> rt ant that th ey keep
thei~ eth11jcity," said Etienne
Maisac, chief of plastic
surgtry at Howard University
Hd'S"pita l..
According to Dicks, surgeries arc not just performed fo r
co;; n1etic reasons. 111 many
ins?ances, medical reasons dictate the operations.
'' Peop le who have back problems often come in to have their
breasts reduced. It is not always
for the look, because so me
women would rat he r not have
the reduction. But back pain i~
only one of ·the medical reason~
th<1t people go to plastic sur·
gcons," he said.
However, after randomly ques·
tioning Howard students on ho"'
they felt about their noses, man)
ad n1itt cd they thOught their nose~
were too wide or unattractive.
Otl1cr students said that nose
jobs arc in1pract ical an d sho\v a
Experts added that a11!1ot1gh there arc lack of pride:
o exact statistics indicating the nu111 Sopl1on1orc Margarita Francois
ber of blacks who receive cosn1ctic sa id. "Ohlv if somcthi11g is wrong
surgery nation -wid e, the est im ated with the nose, should people have
increase many practices have seen is cosmetic surgery done. I think it is
definitely a reflection of the larger pic- wrong for someone to get a nose
ture.
job just to accentuate European
~ Accordin g to Dicks, nose alterations
qua li ties."
and breast reductions are popular with
Dr. Russell L. Adams, a member
all ages. Keloid surge ry and the of Howard's Afro-American
removal of small lumps underneath the Stud ies Resource Department,
ears are also popul ar.
sa id tliat 1nany bla cks are sti ll

''A lot of people
think when others say
they are unsatisfied
with themselves they
want to conform to
the larger minority-be more white, but
people stress to me
. that it is important
that they keep their
ethnicity,'' said
Etienne Massac, chief
of plastic surgery at
HU Hospital.

obsessed with attaining
European characteristics,
but that number is
slowly dwind ling.
''Blacks do tend
to believe that
European
qualities
are more
attractive, but
t h e
nu m her of
tho s e'
w h 0
believe
th at, is
smaller
th an th e
numbe r
of tho se
w h 0
bc l·ieved it
i~ the previous genc ra ti o n .
Since the
Civi l Right s
Era to present,
blacks have
come to realize
that th ere are
diffcr·en l sta n·
dards of bea uty,"
Ada111s said.
Dicks sa id that
although nose jobs
are popular, they
arc
so 1newhat
expensive. They
cost
anyw l1 ere
betwccr1 $2,0UO and

'

'

Etienne Massacchief of plastic
surgery at Howard
University Hospital.

$6,000.

'' Peop le aren ' t
disco uraged by th e
price," Dicks sa id.
'' Mos t people who
inquire about nose
j obs are se,io us
about it. They know
' it is expe nsive, but
nr they arc 1 willing to
pay for se lfimprovement.''

•

Black life expectancy decreases for third ye~r in a row
'

•

By Dackeyla 0 . Simmons

Hilltop

Staff Writer

Experts said, this low expectancy

may be due to the high black-onblack cri me rate in America. In addi-

HU, beware! Being black may be
hazardous to your health.
Provisio11al Sl<1 ti st ics on black life
expectancy for 1990 l1a\ e )'el to be
revealed; ho\vevcr, unpublished data
compiled by the National Center for

Health Statistics (NCHS) sho'v black
men and women arc expected to die
between five and s ix yea rs earlier
than _their white coun terp<trts.
Experts add tl1i s is 1l1e tl1 ird ce11sus
in a ro\v whi c l1 J1;1s i11dicated ti
decrease in black life expectancy.

tion to cri me, the drug and AIDS epi-

the entire nation.
''We g:ither infonnation from death
certificates from all 50 states and the
District of Columbia," Armstrong
said. ''From those death certificates,
life tables are produced lo give an
estimale of the number of years people can expect to live."

dem ic, inadequate health c~ r e and
dispropo rtionatel y high cancer rates
a111ong blacks are also dealing a terrible blO\V to the African -American
con1111un ity.
According to the 1990 life tables,
Officials said, while there are no black men can expec1 to live to the
absolutes to explain why black life age of 66, while white men can look
cxpec1a11cy is low e r than o ther s, forward to living 78 years.
r11:1r1y speculate.
Black won1en are eslimated to live
J{obcrt Armstrong, actuarial advi- until age 72; compared to age 74 for
sor 1·or NC HS, has conducted exten- ;' wh"1te women.
''We don'I l1av e any way we can
sive research on the vital stalistics of
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say why things are the way they are,!!
Arm strong sai,d. ''Lower black lif
expectancy could be due the to lower
incomes, less access to medical care
or a poorer diet."

We don't have any
way we can say why
things are the way
they are,'' Robert
Armstrong said.
''Lower black life
expectancy cou .u be
due the to lower
incomes, less access to
medical care or a
· poorer diet.''
Recent statistics at the National

Cance r inst itute (NCI} also shows
more black people die of cancer each
year than whites.
NCl 's most recent data shows that
for every 100,()(M} incidents of cancer,
bla c k people hav e 404 report ed

cases-eol)lpared to 368 for whites.
Dr. Margaret Kadree, director of
HIV Services at Howard University
Hospital, also added thal the increase
in blacks contracting the AJDS virus

helps decrease black life expectancy
rales.
'" ''The mai11 conduit for HIV disease
is through inj ect ion drug use, or a
partner who injected," Kadree said.
''Fifty-three percent of the children

under the age of 13 years old affected
by AIDS are black" she said.
While Armstrong acknowledges

It 's Flu Season
We 're approaching the flu season again, and
some doctors predict this year as being the worst.
The flu may cause symptoms such as coughing, fever,
headache, sore throat, muscle aches and pains.
Officials said to avoid the flu people should seek vaccinations
and avoid crowds.
If you think you may have the illness, see a doctor, drink plenty of
fluids and slay at home.

Parsley Not Just Decoration
The bit of parsley found with restaurant dinners aren't just the chef's
effort to enhance the design of your meal.
According to doctors parsley also helps combat halitosis (bad breath}.
So the the next time you notice the bits of parsley w~ich come with your
entree, don't just look at it-eat it!

Hey, Four Eyes!
Those of you who boast of 20/lO vision, watch out 1
·
Experts say nine out of ten people will need glasses at Some point in our lives.
It's just another part of aging.

Study Shows Black Women Get Fewer Wrinkles.
What African-Americans have always though.t has fmally been
proven lrue.
According to the American Academy of Dermatology, black
women develop fewer wrinkles as they age attributed to the differences in the architecture of various cultural skin texture.
Experts say, blacks have a smoother and finner skin than
whites, who tend to wrinkle more rapidly, mostly
as a result of cumulative sun damage.

that he does not have the answer to
the issue of lower black life expectan-

cy, he said, "The truth is probably a
The Hllltop/P•ul Woodrun

mmbination of these things. It may
even be genetic.".
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Nu rs i11g

\
If you war1t It all, tl1ere's no better place
to start your career than tl1eWashtngton
1-lospltal Center. 1-lere's why:

We Our n1ed1caJ. su rgl-

welcome care
cal and lntensl""
units are Idea]
GNs in a settings In which
wide variety you practice
, s kills and grow In
0 f uruts. a support!,.,
{.'fill

•

e11l.'Ouragt11g at 111ospl1ere.

ft

OU

Select a medical
11ursl1igsubspeclalty

can start and you'll get
specializing" "abundanl dlnlcal
exposure and oninunediately. unit training as well
a<J the sup1X>rt of n1entorsand advanced
cll11lcal 11urses.

----

~;a,,,,;

~
Equ.i Opportunity Employ.:r

•

If you have exceptional academic
credenllals,you may

Graduate nurses
receive an annual
base salary or

You can
You'll
start at
become an
ICU or IMC qua11ry 10 beccn•• $31186 plus S31.186w1th
a paJd l11tenslve care
'
unlimited salary
Fellow. Unit or lntennedlate
benefits. pn>gresslon .•
Care Fellow and receive priceless
lraJ111ng tl1at can put your career on
tl1e fast track.

Benefits Include 100% tuition relmbursemenl medical Insurance options. '
dlsablllty plans, pension plan, cafeteria
and pharmacy discounts and more.

At the Washington

You'll I lospltal Ce11ter.
•t alJ Call lhem at
get
Th
I
' 12021817-6048
practice in nurses arid physicians work together
contact or loU-rrtt 18001
professional as
equally respected CindyWolfe 432 ·3993. orsend
' your resume to their
alliance. rnembersofthe
RN. or attention.
l1ealtl1care team to e11sure cllnlcal
'
success.
Debra Apperson, RN.
lOU'lJ A 907·bed hospital
thrive in a wt th a lLvcl I trauma
center, transplant
highly and open heart proadvanced grams. MroS'll\R•
Medical Sl1ock
environment Tulum, Resusclta·
WASHINGION
tlon Unll Cancer Institute and Bum
Ce11ter. the Hospital Centei- ls the
Wasl1lngton metropol1\a.Jareas largest
not-for-profit teaching hospital and a
major referral center.

HOSPITAL

CENTER
llOJnfngStreet, N.W.WUhtncton. o.c. 20010-2975
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HU football team loses again./C3
Owe11 Young takes time with the community youth,/C3
The Lady Spikers are tbe 1991 MEAC Champions./C3
A star fell from the Booters' galaxy./C3
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Some progress realized as football season ends
One too many
in the NBA
Once upon a time, in the land of the
Virginia Cavaliers, there lived a giant
named Ralph. R.;tlph was not the only
Cavalieri there were 11 others that
helped Ralph defend the land. Ralph
was a friendly giant, and tried to do
the best he could for his fellow

Cavaliers.
Some experts all over the country
said that Ralph was too nice, and he
let opposing teams players walk all
over him. One giant from the land of

.

•

{

the Hoyas named Patrick Ewing used
to abuse Ralph and his Cavaliers all
the time. Another giant. Akeem (now
1
Hakccm) Olajuwon and his friends
from Phi Slamma Jamma also got
their Jumps in.
. Coming out of high school, Ralph,
·the friendly giant, was supposed to be
the best thing going since sliced bread.
.Every ~allege wanted him to De on
their team, to defend their castle.
Ralph chose the University of
Virginia, and Virginians have never
been the same. Ralph never took his
team to the promised land. The elu-_
sive, National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) college championship was always out of his reach,
despite his 7-foot-4 inch frame.
Al the University of Virginia, Ralph
Sampson ended his college career as a
big failure. He never reached the
heights he was supposed to reach.
After college however, his career
began to take a positive tum.
The Houston Rockets made Ralph
Sampson a top pick and a multi-millionaire. After his first rfull season in
the National Baske tball Association
(NBA), he was voted the Rookie of
the Year. Within the next four years,
he helped the Houston Rockets reach
the NBA finals two times. In fact, the
Houston Rockets, with Ralph
Sampson at center, was the only team
to 'defeat the Los Angeles takers in
the playoffs during the 80s.
While he was with the Rockets,
Ralph Sampson teamed wi1h Hakeem
Olajuwon to form "The Twin
Towers.'' When 7-footer Jim Peterson
was added to the squad, he was affectionately known as ''The Ivory
Tower." After four seaso ns in
Houston, however, Ralph failed to
impress any longer. Ralph Sampson
was dealt to the Sacramento Kings
where he has toiled in obscurity ever
since. Until now.
Two days ago , _the Washington
Bullets signed Ralph Sampson. The
Bullets signed a 7-foot-4, no basketball playin', no defense utilizin', no
shot blockin', no rim rockin ', two
blown kneecaps havin', 31-year-old
nobody. And they paid $130,000 for
him and called it a ''bargain." Hell, I
can't even play that well, but I could
beat Ralph Sampson. Sign me for
$130,000!!
Ralph, for the most part, has disap~inted most of his career. I got a feel1n', I got a feelin' brother, I got a feelin' Ralph 's gonna disappoint the
Bullets too.

Sports Briefs
Hold On

•

The heavyw.eight bout between
Mike "Iron" Tyson and Ev~nder
Holyfield has been postponed due to
Tyson having a rib injury. Don
King, Tyson's promoter, is hoping to
the fight rescheduled for Jan. 20,
1992. Tyson and Holyfield have
been trying to have a rematch since
1989. The rematch was originally
scheduled for Nov. 8, 1990.

Holy_tield Will Have To
Take Cooper
Because of an ankle injury
Francesco Damian received this past
Thursday he will not fight Evander
Holyfield. The fight will go on
tomorrow, but Holyfi_eld will fight
Bert Cooper. Cooper is 26-7 with 23
knockouts. Holyfield will receive a
$6 million for the fight. Holyfield
was scheduled to get $30 million for
Tyson fight.

A Magical Forum
The fans and friends of Magic
Johnson gave him a two minute
standing ovation when Magic made
a personal appearance at Sunday's
game whe".l,~e Los Angeles Lakers
played the _anta Hawks.

1

space to accommodate them.
Several Alumni have voiced their comHilltop Sta.ff Writer
plaints about Greene Stadium and the
The Howard University football pro- ~ay the University handled homecomgram, with the help of former coach ing.
The accommodations were ridiculous.
Willie Jeffries and current Coach Steve
Wilson, has been taken to new heights. It There are high school stadiums that are
is common knowledge that Coach in better shape than Howard.
An Alumni, who wished to remain
Wilson has been embarking on plans that
would get the Bison national recogni- anonymous, made these comments, ''The
tion. So far, he has been somewhat suc- school does not even have a concession
stand. The average football game lasts
cessful.
l
The route that Wilson has ta~en to about 3 hours. If you haven't eaten prior
re ceive national recognition has to the game you 're just out of luck. The
involved playing in a number of bathroom facilities are also very unsani''Classic'' games such as the Whitney tary. It is very disappointing for alumni
Young Classic and the Los Angeles to come back here year after year and
not see even one improvement," he said.
Cla~ic. Both of which the Bison defeatDr. Steve Favors, Vice President of
ed well-known black schools such as
Grambling and Southern University. Student Affairs, says that there are sevWilson feels that the Classic games will eral steps to be taken in order to begin
the renovation of the stadium.
help the Bison.
1
'We hope to play in at least two clas''First of all the University needs to get
sics a year, mainly for the exposure and a board appointed to work solely on the
to let the rest of America know we have stadium renovation. The appointed
a team capable of playing anywhere and board will then decide who will generate
being victorious," Wilson said.
money for the renovation," Favors said.
Everything is going according to plan.
Favors wants the University to try to
We have played in Classics and won the generate the money without having to
Classics in major metropolitan cities. We increase student fees. "We do not want
have received national recognition and to pass the buck on to students,'' he said.
we have even attracted some of the black
The stadium's renovations are to
talent that may have sought football include the enclosure of the stadiums
careers at predominantly white ·institu- north end, forming a seating horseshoe.
tions.
The score board is to be moved to the
Now that Howard has gone through all south end . After renovations, the total
of the trouble of getting the n~tions number of seats will be 14,000.
attention, people are beginning to go to
Favors was scheduled to meet with the
Greene Stadium and guess what? There stadium architect, Mr. Isham Baker, this
is nowhere to sit. The Athletic Program week. Favors would like to see the reno·
has gone through all of the trouble of vations completed within th-e ~ext five
getting patrons, but there is not enough years.

•

By Andrea Wltllam1

'
•

Photo by Mkhatl Hln'lt

A renovated Greene Stadium wlll Include additional seating and a move ol the scoreboard.
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Women's basketball take on new season New insight for men's basketball team
By Preston Jenkin•
Hilltop Staff Writer

''After the first game we should know what we
have to do, what went wrong and what we have to
do to clean it up," Williams said.
Coach Tyler is very much a participant in the
practices and sets the tone by example rather than
dictating. And after 11 seasons, she still is very
excited about this year.
"I can't predict how well we'll do or how bad
we 'll look,
but I know
we have a
101
of
young people that
will make a
101 of silly
'
and young
mistakes, ''
cautioned
Co ac h
Tyler.

Afler going a disappointing 8-20 lasl year the
Lady Bison will look to seniors for leadership as
they begin their quest for an eighth appearance in
the Mid-EaSlern Alhletic Conference (MEAC}
champioru;;hip under Coach Sanya Tyler.
T o
rebou11d
from the
program's
first losi~g
season in
•
six
years
Coach
Tyler,
with si x
MEAC
tournament titles
under her
belt, will
'' We just
look to
have to be
La Tesha
patient
Williams,
with them .
a 5-fool-3
If we can
i n c h
get them to
senio r
believe in
p o i n t
themselves
g u ar d
e a r I y
from Key
enough
West, FL.,
then we'll
to run the
start
to
shov.· this
win. And
year for
until then,
lhe Lady
we will
Bison.
have sim·
In addipie goals
t i o n ,
that will
SeniOr
help
us
Ro sa lyn
Lady Bison Coach Sanya Tyler
develop
Ev a n s
over a per1·
(10.5 ppg) and 6-fool Sophomore Annette Lee are od of time but our wbole season does not rest on
expected to provide the scoring punch for an Saturday," she added.
offense that averaged just over 60 points per game
At Tuesday's press conference in the Armour J.
last season.
Blackbum Center Coach Tyler blamed last year's
The Lady Bison open their 91-92 season tomor· frustrations on a lack of cohesiveness among the
row against the Lady Terps of the University of players. ''That's not going to happen this year,"
Maryland at Cole Field House located in College assured Coach Tyler. And by playing their first
Park, Md. After a great season last year and a seven games on the road the Lady Bison expect to
. NCAA bid Mar.yland poses an excellent test for the mend together early.
·
young Lady Bison.
Upcoming tournaments will allow this 11-player
Coach Tyler will start the season with Tonya squad to spend ''quality time'' with each other. By
B~nks at center, Evans and Lee at forward along going to Miami and Hawaii, Coach Tyler will find
with Dorothy. Hunter and Williams at the guard out early what her team is made of • emotionally.
positions.
Without distractions, Coach Tyler expects to find
The rest of the squad includes Willena Robson, out what motivates certain players to compete cona senior forward from Washington, D.C. that start- sistently at top levels.
ed 14 games' last season, Freshmen Stacey
Backed by the leadership of four seniors, good
Williams, Rona Wright, Nicole Boykin, fundamentals, sound execution and early cohesive·
Sophomore Veronica Barnes and Senior Angelitta ness, the Lady Bison expect to compete with
Elliott (5.8 ppg).
MEAC rivals Coppin State, Sou1h Carolina Siale
''Right now everything is just beginning to click, and University of Maryland • Eastern Shore beginso all we need is one game for everyone to get the ning in January.
fear out Of their hearts," Evans said. ''We have a lot
For now, however, we cannot speculate on what
of young people on our team so that one game will to expect from this team in wins and losses. But
Jet us know what 10 expect."
we can expect a 110 percent effort from the players
Williams, who started three games last year and each night. Coach Tyler adcfd, "I can't say that
played in 26 of 28 games reiterates the importance we'll surprise anybody, but they've already surprised me.''
of breaking the ice.

By Preston Jenkins ·
Hilltop Staff Writer

talks about championship contenders. Yet, Coach
Beard warned, "In the MEAC any team can be
beaten on any given night."
''Anybody looking at our schedule for the first
Needless to say, with the difficult and challeng·
six games would think that I was insane for ing schedule the Bison could easily start the season
scheduling these teams," explained Head Coach 0-6. However, coming out of the gate Coach Beard
Alfred ''Butch'' Beard. But Coach Beard's insanity will be happy with a .500 record against the first
is not without reason, purpose or vision.
six powerhouses. Even if the Bison manage to
In an effort to take the men 's basketball program escape with only one win against the first six
to another level, the 91-92 squad, with a few teams, they can expect to be prepared for confer·
upsets in the early stages of the season, can set the ence play beginning in January.
tone for putting Howard Basketball on the big-time
As· lhe early part of the schedule looks nearly
map. By playing certain schools the program will impossible for the Bison we can still expect them
receive the much needed exposure, additional rev- to be very competitive. Last season they were
enue and have a true test of their skills .
involved in 16 games where the margin of victory
Louisville, Florida, Minnesola, Northeastern, was Jess than seven point$. However, the Bison
Miami and Ohio State are the first six opponents lost 13 of the 16 games - fi ye of the 16 by a total of
l
that the Bison will face - six of the first seven nine points.
1
games are on the road. In addition to the tough
so:we should expectla good team to show up
schedule the Bison will have to prove that they can night after night. But now the question remains,
win games at home. The Bison had one win at how many close games can the Bison put in the
home last season aga inst the University of win column? Only time will tell.
Maryland - Eastern Shore.
Coach Beard 's first recruiting class has been
After finishing 8 -20 in his first season at the successful so far. As newcomers like 6-foot-8 inch
helm, Coach Beard Will look to 6·foot-6 inch forward Art Crowder, Cory Beard .and Corey
Senior forward Julius McNeil (11.3 ppg) to pro- Milbert will see playing time and are expected to
vide scoring leadership for a high-powered offense contribute.
that averaged close to 80 points per game last seaCombined with last year's key players like
son.
Senior guard Martin Huckaby (11 of 24 from the
Last season opponents averaged 82.5 points per three-point range last season) and 6-foot-8 inch
game. Many fans feel that is the reason for the Senior Kelsey Sturdivant.
poor record last year. The Bison had no problems
Sturdivant started 22 games last season averagscoring, but they . - - - - - - - - - - . , , . - - - - - - - - - - - , ing 6.1 points
per game and
liad many probhis 188 total
1ems stopping
rebounds led
the other learn
the team last
from scoring.
!
year.
So going in·to
If Sturdivant
the season open·
can control
er in Louisville,
the boards
~ Ky . tomorrow
with the help
Coach Beard
of Solomon ,
will look for
McNeil delivdefense as their
ers 15 to 20
key to success.
points per
With the loss
night and the
of last year's
Sison play
senior stars
good
and
ti. ii tor. "Skip''
tough defense
B~num and
then anything
Tyrone Powell,
can happen .
the Bison will
have to fill those
"Athletically,
gaps quickly
we're much
and efficiently
better th an
in order to be
last year 's
successful.
team," Coach
Part of that
Beard said.
gap will be
Men's Coach Alfred 'Butch' Beard
"We're defifilled by a 6·
foot-9 inch transfer center from Morgan State nitely going to be an up te1npo team."
But again, the·key to any good offense is a good
University by the name of Charles Solomon. "£'.he
point guard position will be shared among Junior defense. If the Bison can force turnovers and
Milan Brown a11d Freshman Tommy Brown to start missed shots then they can use their quickness to
get some easy hoops.
the season.
If the Bison can survive the first six games withThese two players will play. the most important
roles as their ability to recognize defenses, handle out losing confidence then there is much to be
pressure, distribute the ball and stay on the same expected of this team. The Bison \viii start the seapage with Coach Beard could very well determine son with a lot of ''ifs" that will be answered soon.
"But /'ust like every other coach in America right
the fate of this team.
None of the experts have included Howard in now, ' m optimistic," concluded Coach Beard.
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I want the
You Are Invited To Attend Our
•

•'

· . Sixth Annual
I want memories of :
t/ Greek Step Show
t/ Homecoming
t/ The Excitement of HU Sports
t/ The fun of every day life at Howard
t/ and much, more I

Cllll,l>REN'S BOOK FAIR

'

'

I

They're in the VIDEO YEARBOOK.
~.nd they're in living color, exciting action and thrilling sound.

AVAILABLE NOW
Featu~ing

ONLY

Books For Young Readers

$20.00

•

December 5 and 6, 1991

CAMPUS STORE

Thursday and Friday
11 :00 am -4:00 pm

Ground Floor
Blackburn Center

...
'

4X£1:SI

Blackburn University Center - Howard University - Washington, D.C.

l>fif)Tf)f3~41>ti~

•

For More Information Call

•

K. Jefferson (202) 806-7480 (weekdays)

T. 11 ()I> I'\ I l'li I
t:>ti()T()f7~AJ>tf IE~

Sponsored by Alumni of the _Atlanta University School of Ubrary and Information
Studies, Armour J. Blackburn University Center, a nd the Moorland-Splngarn

Research Center.

•

WUffl.-.~TV.-..

••

·

·.

1>.C.

(~m> es~~.'.I~()

•

•

-- AMC Union

tation

offers the best student

ticket prices in the District.
•

Show valid student I.D. and
purchase ti·c kets for $4.50
each.
'

'

,
.. /
':.--'

/

•

This coupn good for Howard
University students only.

50 cents off
Medium popcorn •

--

•

EXPIRES ·1/31/92

Washington, D.C.

202 483 3391

•
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Football player is an inspiration to community kid~
By Roglno M. Mack
Hilltop Staff Writer

''Education of our youth is the bottom
line. A tree without roots is dead," said
Owen Young, a senio r member of
Howard University's football team and

devout community activist. Since the
start of the season, Young has adopted
seven young black males between the

ken homes and frequently were call~d
America's lost generation of today's
society. However, Young, a native of
Tampa, Fl., identified with their empty
and misguided lives.
fl am a part of the influx of college
~thletes that come from ghettos. I can
relate to their environment. I don 't think
I am better than them because I am in
college. I don't look down on lhem. I

want to use my knowledge to help someone else to prosper in life," Young said.
Young also discussed the stereotypes
many "community kids hold toward the
Howard student body. He ar~ues that
sometimes students are insensitive to the
Ji[estyles of these children and quick to
say "look at those bad children outside."
"Sometimes I lhink people look down
on me here. That I.. be just running

ages of eight and 13 as his little brothers.

By providing recreation for them at

•

•

Carver Hall after school, Young constantly attempts to demonstrate another
route of life and success for the boys.
On a weekly basis, Young lets the boys
talk to other football players, play
Nintendo, help with homework, and he
rewards them with $2 for every ''A'' they
get in school.
Jn the beginning, Young remembered
having to compete with the alluring
lifestyle of the urba(l drug dealer. He
had to combat the boyS-" desire to bypass
education in order to gain ''instant fortune'' in life.
''There are many passages available to
white children that are not available to '
black children. The same doors are not
open, so·they turn to selling drugs. J had
to show theni I have jewelry, money,
radio equipment, a car and everything a
drug dealer has without hustling," Young
said.
M:Ost of the boys Young provides guidance for ran the streets, came fron1 bro-

'

1•

Photo by Paul Woodruff

around at night and we are just little children," said Eric, an 11-year-old Young
assists.
Eric, a 4th grader. lives near Fourth
Street in Northwest. He usually sees
Young once a week and during this time
he mentioned that he plays games, reads
books and learns more about his (black)
history. Eric is planning to attend
Howard and become a lawyer after secondary school.
''I appreciate him (Young), for all he
does for me. I still care about education
and when I go to scho!>I I do my work
when I first come to school. I am the
first to finish too," Eric said.
.
Since Young has been working with
the young black males, he has seen .an
improvement in their m•nners, and
attempts to instill values in their heart
and mind. Young stressed the need for
black youth to know about black kings
and queens, and he encourages the
revival of religious morals in their
upbringing.
Although Young was once a senior
counselor al the YMCA back home, his
aid lo needy black boys in the neighborhood is by his own volitio.n. Young con·
tinually challenges every black man to
do what he is 9oing.
''Now that the football players are in
Carver Hall, they are forced to interact
with the community. We want to create
an extended family atmosphere.
Community service is not quality if it's
demanded of someone. It's our respon·

•'

iI

f

'
•
'
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I

•

•

•
•'•
•'
••

'

sibility to help the youth. It's for the
improvement of the race. You should do
it, if you have the knowledge to teach
others," Young said.
Young is seeking a career as a television/radio manager and plans to start an
organization that will benefit black children one day. Young believes educating

yout h about themselves and teaching
them to love their race will provide hope
for America's ''dying'' children.
Young has prove4 that no matter how
successful our Jives are, we must give
back to the children of tomorrow.
"I know not to do drugs. I just walk
away," said Eric as Young smiled.

•

Bison just don't Hooters' season ~nds with loss of a star
have that kick
•

collected the ball at midfield, dribbled up into the
offensive third and crossed it to Freshman Jamal
Hilltop Staff Writer
Skinner (the Boater's leading scorer this season), who
On a cold and chilly night on November 6 in Greene upon trapping it on his ches~ volleyed the ball into the
Stadium, the Bison Boaters rapped up their regular sea- net for his tenth and final goal of the season.
The Boaters dominated throughoul as Freshman John
son by defeating the University of Pennsylvania 2·1.
It has been a season of ups and downs for the Boaters Delgado came close missing a breakaway to end the
I
( 8·9-1 ) who started their season out strong!but lost first half.
The Boaters' defense fell asleep though as U of Penn
several games by one goal.
However, the Booters have much to look forward to scored early in the second half as Brian Halek convertnext season as their first year players have eighteen ed a cross from Joe Ponte to tie the score at 1-1. ·The
games of Division I Soccer under their belts. Most of Boaters did not give up though as Freshman Ke ith
those players are playing like seasoned veterans as was Fletcher knocked in the game winner off of a cross
illustrated in this past week's game.
from senior midfielder Daryl Brathwaite. As Coach
Shannon Burges.s who has started in the back all year Tucker once said," Every time the whistle blows, they
By Jeffrey Anderson

3:01 left in the first quarter.
On the Bears fourth possession,
Persell hit Walter Bland in the end zone
The Bison Football team woes contin- from 2 yards out. This time the point
ued as they were defeated for the eighth after was blocked and Morgan State
consecutive time this past Saturday. took a 27-0 halftiJJie lead intO the lock·
The loss came at the hands of the er room.
Bears of Morgan State. The final score
Things remainP,d the same for the
was 37-28. This defeat gave Morgan Bears at the beginning of the third
State· their first win of the season. quarter. The Bears drove 75 yards and
Before p"Iaying the Bison 1 the Bears capped it off with a Persell to Nelson
were owners of an 0-10 record.
40-yard touchdown completion .
In the first quarter, Morgan State got Andrews was good on the ronversion
off to a fast start scoring on the opening and the Bears were shutting out the
drive. The Bears capped off a 75-yard Bison 34-0 with 6:09 lefi in the third
drive with a 1-yard touchdown by quarter.
Nathan Ayers who finished the day
The Bison got the ball back in excelwith a total of 113 yards on 27 lent field position at their own 42-)\ar.d
attempts. Michael Andrews added the line. Donald Carr capped off a 58-yard
extra point od t~eers· took- a '.?·0- · .Bison drive with a 14-yard touchdown~
lead with 10:25 remaining in the quar- run. The convCrsion was no good, and
ter.
Morgan State then advanced their score
The Bison opening drive resulted in a to a 34-6 lead with 4:56 Ieft in the third
punt after the Bison could not convert quarter.
.
on the third down.
On the Bison next possession RupCrt
1
The Bears got the ball back and began .. Grant took it in from I-yard out. Carr
their second drive at their own 20-yard hit Hyman for the 2 point conversion
line. The Bears drove all the way down and the Morgan State lead was then 34to the Bison 25-yard line. Then, on the 14 at the 3:07 mark in the third quarter.
first and ten, Orlando Persell ran it in
The Bears next possession resulted in
for 20 yards and the touchdown. a blocked punt and the Bison took over
Persell finished the day \vith 115 yards al the Bears' 9-yard Jine. On second
on 18 attempts.
~
. and goal from the nine, Carr hit Hyman
Andrews converted on the point after- for the score. Milton Mooya's point
wards and the BCars had a 14-0 lead afterward was good and the Bison had
with 6:40 left in the first quarter.
scored 21 unanswered points ..
The Bison's second possession result·
The Bison scored on their next posed in a punt and the Bears began their session as well. Carr hit Caswell for
third drive at their own 15-yard line. thescoreandwithMooya'sconversion,
This time the Bears drove 42 yards the Bears lead had diminished to six:
before Persell broke for a 35-yard run points, 34-28, with plenty of time left
and the touchdown.
in the fourth .
Once again, Andrews ' attempt for the
Morgan added a field goal late in the
extra points was good and the Bears fourth and the Bison were not able to
then had a three touchdo\vn lead with prevail.

By Andrea Wllllams
Hilltop Staff Writer
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The 1991 Bison Booters
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By Denise Brown
.•. Hilltop Staff Writer
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The Howard University Bison will go
into their last game of the season this
Saturday with a record of 2-8. The Bison
are coming off a 37-28 loss to Morgan
State University to face the 7-3 Hornets
of Delaware State.
Delaware is in the position to be numher one in the Mid-Eastern Atlantic
Conference (MEAC). With 288.9 yards
per $am~, they lead the confe rence in
rushing offenses and are ranked fifth in
the nation. Nationally, they are ranked
seventh in rushing defense and tied at 14
in turnover margin. Hornet Fullback
Michael Murray ranks eleventh in di vision I-AA rushers. With tit les such as
these, the Hornets will certainly give the
Bison a challenge.

Speaking of the Bison, they are having
their worst season since 1961. Although
they are 1-4 in the MEAC, several members of the team are ranked quite well.
Wide receiver Gary Harrell is ranked
fifth in receiving, fourth in kick returns.
third in punt returns, and with an average of 13.24 yards per game, Harrell is
ranked number one in the MEAC in all
purpose yardage. Senior Quarterback
Donald Carr wi!I end his collegiate fool·
ball career ranked third in passing and
fourth in total offense, conference wide.
As a team, the Bison are not ranked so
well. They rank last in quarterback
sacks, kickoff returns, and first downs
allowed per game.
Saturday 's game will be played at
Alumni Stadium in Dover, Delaware. It
can be seen by Bison fans on·Sunday,
November 24, on D.C. Cable 44 at 8 pm..

Special to the Hilltop

ov. I, I I

On November I, the Middle Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC) held ita
1991 Volleyball Championships in Baltimore.
.
Bethune Cookmao, Coppm State, North Carolini A &: T, Delaware State,
Morgan State, Florida A &:M, University of Maryland-Eastern Shore, and
Howard were all there to give their "best serve" in order to become this year's
champions.
"If we came to play," Spilters coach Linda Spencer said matter-of-factly, "we
were going to win. And win they did.
The udy Spilters are DOW the 1991 volleyball MEAC Champions.
The Spilters came from behind to defeat Morgan State, 16-14, 12-IS, 15·7, lS.
10 aod added aoother win to their record. The Spilters arc now the winners of six
volleyball championships.
The udy S~ilters entered the tournament as the number three seed. Morgan
State had a 2·1 ID games led, but the Spikers managed to come from behind to win
their third MEAC title in five years.
According to Spencer, the tournament did not present aoy surprises to her or
the team. However, the fact that last year's champs, South Carolina State, was
eliminated early in the tournament wu unexpected.
The Spilte11 were paeed by 111-MEAC lenlor Klalyn Walker, who la llao a
member of the 111-tourntment It.Im. "Everyono contributed to the win. Koy playa
were made when needed," Walker aald.
· · Spencer felt that the team cruloed throuah the tournament by defeatlna
Delaware State 15-11, 8-15, 15-3, and 15-11. , ''
The Spifrer1 afao defeared Morgan State (In the first round) 15-11, 9-15, 15·11,
15-11, and South Carolina State 15-3, 6-15, 15-11, ll-lS, and 16-14. .
Coppin State, Bethune-Cookman, Eastern Shore, and North Carolina Ill were
eliminated in the fust round.
•
Morgan State's trek to the championship match was Q:latively easy. Morpn
had a close battle with the University of &stem Shore, but the rest of the tourna·
ment was relatively worry-free with easy wins aver North Carolina A &: T 15-4,
IS.I, 15-11. Florida A&: M wu a1ao beaten~ Morgan 1-15, IS-9, 10-IS, 15-6,
15-2. Delaware State wu also lose11 to Morgan State 4-15, 15-10, 15-9, and IS.

9.

'

IONSHIPS

]: Last hope for a win THE 1991 MEAC VOLLEYBALL C
.~ ~'

are out there giving 100 percent.''
That is just what the Boaters have done all season as
they will only lose three seniors, one of those being
goalkeeper Shaka Hislop, who has wrapped up a great
career at Howard.
Hislop is arguably the best goalie Howard has ever
had and will probably be missed sorely. Senior players
Daryl Brathwaite's and Cory Mims' talents will also be
absent from the field nex:t season.
The Boaters now look forward to the 1992 season
with a young, talented and experienced team coming
back.
''We arc going to focus in on what we can do to
improve ourselves ovet the summer and start out on the
right foot next season," said midfielder Kevin Redmon.

easr,

The road to the championship was not llways
but the Spikers finished the
season with a 14-13 overall record and a 9-3 record m the MEAC conference.
Congratulations ladies oo a job done well..

•

•

#I CS def BCC
15-3, 15-6, 15-9
#2 HU defDS
15-11, 8-15, 15-3, 15-11
#3 SCS def NCA&T 15-9, 15-4, 15-2
#4 ms defUMES
15-12, 15-12, 17-15
#5 FAMU def CS
15-7, 13-15, 15-11, 15-9
#6 NCA&TdefUMES 12-15, 16-14, 15-9, 15-8
#7 DS defBCC
15-5, 16-14, 15-3
#8 HU def MS
15-11, 9-15, 15-11,15-11
#9 SCS defFAMU
15-7, 13-15, 15-11, 15-9
#IO MS defNCA&T 15-4, 15-1, 15-11
#11 DS def CS
15-5, 16-14, 15-3

-

·

CSC, BCC, UMES, NCA&T eliminated
..

Sat., Nov. 2,1991

'
#12 HU def SCS

. #13

#14
#15
#16
#17

15-13, 13-15, 15-5, 15-12
MS def FAMU
1-15, 15-9, 10-15, 15-6, 15-2
15-3, 6-15, 15-11, 11-15, 16-14
DS defSCS ,
4-15, 15-10, 15-9, 15-9
MS def HU '
15-10, 14-16, 15-10, 15-13
MSdefHU
HU def MS champ 16-4, 12-15, 12-15, 15-7, 15-10

All-Tournament: MS-Kimberly Wood; FAMU- Valerie King;
OS-Tonya Beads; SCS- Rayleen Simmons; HU-Kialyn Walker;
MS- Kimberly Spottswood (outstanding performer); Linda
Spenser (outstanding coach).
'
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10% student discount with ID from

NYS LTD will be having a meeting
on Tue. Nov. 26.

local storage company . We deliver the lowest prices on: Sofas $60-$130
(sleep & regular), Rugs $35, T.V.'s
$99, Bedding: single set $69, dlouble
$99, queen $119, king $149. All like
new-some new. Student desks $59,

lamps, refrigerators, stereos, and

much more! We deliver!

1

ca111.103.

.21s1.

Let Way to Go Enterprises Take

Betty 1s Kitchen invites you to order
tlntillatlog, serious, delicious
Banana Nut Bmd for the Holiday.
Call !2021 529-6445.
LouSJana Club Dinner Nov. 18 at 6
RLm. in the Blackburn Restaurant.
Tfie Alph Sweetheart COurt of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. are
sponsoring a Thanksgiving Dinner at

The Claridge Senior Citizen Home
bet. 12th and M St., NW Sun., Nov.
24, 2-S p.m.. For more info contact
Dana Gilliard 371-9510.
Alpha Epsilon Rho National Honors
Bradcasting Society will be having an
Interest Meeting for School of C
majors on Tue., Nov. 26 at 5:15 p.m.

in Screening Room East. All classes
are welcome.
~
THE REAL JAM 1341 Irving St.•
NW Between 13th-14th Sts. Fri. Nov.
22 at 9 p.m. SI keg Beer Jungle
Punch

NOTHING COULD BE FINER ...
SC Club Jong sleeve T-shirts Only
$10. Deposit: $5 by Nov. 27 Balance:
SS on Dec. 2 Contact Carol Maloney
at 265-1216.

Ai'IEN'l'ION ALABAMIANS!! Our
next meeting is on Tue., Nov. 26 at
6:30 pm in Rm. 126 Douglass Hall.

U2

Union Station $5, National Airport
$10; Bus Station $5. Call 202· 726·
!li47.
EXAS CLUB HAPPY HOUR at
CHUCK 7 BILL'S CLUB 2178 4 pm
·, 8 pm, Fri., Nov. 22, 1991
~dmission: $2.
HILi COOKOFF· TEXAS CLUB
Fri., Nov. 22, 1991 School of

Business Lounge l la.m.·2 p.m ..
The Undergraduate Student
Assembly presents the 1992 Spring
Black Arts Festival, April ' 19-24,
needs volunteers for the Gospel

Concert, Dance Show, Poetry
Reading, Comedy Show, Pop
Concert, Fashion Show. Picnic and
Celebrity Caberet. Stop by the UGSA
office in room 110 or call (202) 8066918.19 for details.
The Undergraduate Students Asembly
(UGSA) is now accepting articles,
poems, pictures, and photographs for
the 1992 Omowe Journal. The
journal is a culmination of literary
works by Howard students and

faculty. Stop by room 110 in
Blckbum or call (202) 806· 6918, 19.
I Ill.
Mr.
Attent1on..
Howard and the Undergraduate
Student Assembly urge all student
organizations to participate in the

Student Leadership Conference, Dec.
6&7. Participation is free and forms
are due Nov. 30. The theme is Student
Leadership: Setting Aside
Differences to Rise Towards
Unification. Stop by room 110 or call
(202) 806-6918,19
.

FAST EASY INCOME! Earn IOO's Peaches,
Your
weekly stuffing envelopes. Send self· neverending love and encouragement
addrcssefl stamped envelope to: Fast has helped me cope with tough times.
Income, P.O. Box 641517, Chicago, You are indeed a sweet and special
Ill. ~64·1~17
lady!
I
LOVE
YOU!
PaOFESSlONAI. TYPIST: Term 7·11 IC~·CREAM.
papers, t~esis, dissertations, resumes, WADDLL SANDERSON:
Roses
etc. Spelling, punctuation and are red, violets are blue, I'd like to
grammar assistance . Reasonable pour chocolate all over you. Still
rates. Call Barbara (301) 721-9323.
wondering who this is? I'll let you
BEAT THE SYSTEM! R~pair your ~now.
credit. Get your Good Name Back!
harneen, Charmin, Yvonne,
You deserve Master/Visa cards etc. Rayshon, Dineen: You guys are like
ALSO EARN $500+ at home weekly. sisters to me, and I'll miss you. I
Call Today (202) 526-0083 For LOVE Y'ALL!! Keep in touch .
Christmas.
Tamara
Skilled in editing on rePoriing? Can Fuque Brand Detergent: insinuating
you spot poor grammar and spelling the written awareness of yourselves as
errorS? Design pages? Recognize a human being, then an African .
interesting, important business topics, Howard Students must realize they
yet make deadlines? If so the Times
Journal Company has a position for have a responsibility as sc~olars and
stoo having bourgois attitudes ... yPM
you as a reporter on part-time copy
I'm
Editor ifi MD and VA. The successful Galen,
sorry and hope you can forgive me.
candidate
will
have
one
year
of
HOUSE
FOR
SALE
Tamara
Three finished floors of a well- journalism experience on copy editing Big Brother Ron,
Thanks
maintained, bright home; huge front experience. Fax or send your resume for showing me how to survive!!
porch, rec. room , au-pair or in-law afid cover letter to: Times Journal Tamara
suite, detached garage, close to park Company, 6883 Commercial Drive, For anyone else I forgot, or have not
and easy transportation. Brightwood, Springfield VA 22157, Attn: Human told, I'm sorry. In no time I'll be back
!'6th Street Heights, N.W. 189,000. Resources- News-HT. Fax (703) 642- home at HU(hopefully August) ... as
7392, Job Line (703) 750· 7435.
Call (202)-723-4963.
soon as I can convince my parents.
ROOM FOR RENT: Located 2- M/F/HN
Please keep in touch Tamara
Make
money
while
~
hetping
others
Blocks From campus. $285 month +
Crouther, 4201 N. 16th Street,
save
money.
Send
name
and
number
1/3 utilities. Telephone:
(202)·
to Ligon Enterprises, P.O.Box 3288, Milwaukee, WI 53209. (414) 372-243
232-2389.
Erik, I wish you'd just realize that 1
LeDroit Park:
English Washington, D.C. 20010-0288 for am all that ... and much much more.
Basement apt . (semi-furnished) presentation and free gift.
You know
newly renovated, 1 bedroom, den,
PERSONALS
Bretto,
I
large eat-in kitchen. Private entrance, HAPPY 21TH BIRTHDAY TO never )<new a Jove like you before
cable TV, simulated fireplace, shared Micheal Harris, My one and only you 've come into my life and given
back yard! Centrally located to MAN! And my very best friend. I me more. You are my friend, a1so my
grocery stores, metro train and bus love you. Have a great one! Yours man a~d I'll love you always
(Howard
U11iversity
stop). always and forever. Taryana!!!
Forever. Tracy
$550/month utilities included. Please Don Juan, .
Can I be RICE,
contact Henry (202) 332-4358.
the only one that can polish your
I had a dream last night abaut a
3-BR Duplex, spacious, recent drumsticks? O.K., we won't tell your
renovation, walking distance, metro, daddy!
Love, dinner by candlelight and a beach at
sunset , with sand in our hair. We 've
CAC, WD , DW, WW, cable, non· Girlfriend
Looking for a done the first. I'm looking forward to
smoker, Sl,090.00 plus utilites or #84,
rooms•$370.00, $350.00 plus 1/3 roommate to share spacious one the second.
E from J
utilitiP-s. Mrs. Drummond (301) 229- bedroom condo in the !uxorious
Butter,
2485.
Carver Hall?
.
To : My African-Prince w/Camef When are you going to sing some
HELP WANTED1
Know that I will Scrappy songs to me? I miss them.
Instrumentalist needed {with Lashes
equipment) for upcoming Christian love you undoubtably, courageously, Another thing, stop being so
Band. Contact Angela for details. and forever more (no matter what)! SELFISH!
Insatiable
God Bless.You, Scissorhands
797-2139 .
KWANZAA FESTIVAL Dec. 1-7
Sponsored by HUSA and UGSA Call
202 806-7007 or 6918 for details!
e Un ergra uate tu ent Assen ly
and the College of Fine Arts Student
Council would like to thank everyone
who made the
Musical
Extravaganza
a success. We
would also like performers to stop by
the UGSA office in Blackburn room
110 and pick up posters and
programs.
THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY
ASSOCIATION AND THE ALL
AFRICAN PEOPLE'S
REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
PRESENT:
'THE BATTLE OF
ALGIERS'
A
VIDEO ON THE ALGERIAN
REVOLUTION AGAINST FRENCH
COLONIALISM MON .. NOY'.~
1991 7 P.M. ROOM# ill
BLACKBURN CENTER

Hello KAMI! ,IE I
Thank you.
Signed. Calm down
To: That Debonaire Man of Red and
White
What is up with
all those girls jockin' you?
Droooy
ared,
Surprise, Tracy told you wrong! Hope
this will make up for last Friday. And
remember never bet me in any lypc of
card game. You will always come out
a loser in the END.
Donna
Shai,
It hurt When you said you didn't care
anymore . I thought you always
would.
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For your fraternity
sorority, team or oiher
campus organization.
.UICKun&rNO
IHVlnMDn ftOVl'ftDf
CALL 1-800·950·8472. cxl 50

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men • Women . Summer/
Year Round . PHOTOGRAPHERS,
OUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL.
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean .
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOWI Call refundable .

1·206·736·7000, Ext.252C ·
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1992 STUDENT BODY ELECTIONS
'

COME BY THE HUSA OFFICES IN BLACKBURN
CENTER TO PICK UP AN APPLICATION.
'

•

•

APPLICATIONS ARE DUE BY
VEMBER 26, 1991.
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ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE.CONTACT /VAN BATES AT
806-7007.
~
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